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ABSTRACT 
Ahmad Zaenal Mustain. 2019. Expositive Act on English Instagram Caption by 
English Letters Students IAIN Surakarta. Thesis. English Letters Study Program, 
Culture and Language Faculty. 
Advisor      : Umi Pujiyanti, S.S., M.Hum.,M.Si 
Key words : Expositive Act, Instagram, Caption. 
This research entitled Expositive Act on English Instagram Caption by 
English Letters Students IAIN Surakarta is conducted to reveal the types of 
expositive act and kind of self-presentation found in the caption of instagram 
account by English Letters student IAIN Surakarta. The theory of expositive act 
by Austin and self presentation by Goffman were applied in this research. 
The data of this research were caption and its photo posted in instagram 
account by English Letters student IAIN Surakarta. The data were collected by 
doing documentation and interview. The approach that is applied in this research 
is pragmatic approach as the way to convey certain goals from the user of 
instagram account to the reader. 
Based on the analysis, this research found 10 types from 100 data of 
expositive act namely apprising (6 data), affirming (14 data), supposing (3 data), 
remarking (22 data), informing (8 data), postulating (13 data), confirming (1 data), 
arguing (3 data), telling (12 data), and describing (18 data). This research also 
found 5 kinds of self-presentation namely Ingratiation (67 data), Competence (7 
data), exemplification (16 data), intimidation (7 data), supplication (3 data). The 
most dominant type of expositive act found is remarking the most dominant kind 
of self presentation found is ingratiation. It happens because most student of 
English Letters IAIN Surakarta prefer to use caption in their instagram account to 
say or to express their opinion and their idea through their photo posted with the 
caption they put. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. Background of The Study 
The internet now day takes a big part in the everyday life for 
people to socialization, education, business, etc. The increase of internet 
using is supported by the existence of social media. As defined by Akram 
(2018) social media is a platform for public around the world to discuss 
their issues and opinions. Social media is a term used to describe the 
interaction between individuals or groups in which they produce, share and 
sometimes exchange ideas, videos, images and many more over the 
internet and in virtual communities. Children are growing up surrounded 
by mobile devices and interactive social networking sites such as Twitter, 
Instagram, Myspace, and Facebook, orkut which has made the social 
media a vital aspect of their life. 
Nowadays, Social Network Sites (SNSs) grow widely following 
the development of the technology. People are now very familiar with 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and so forth. It is found that SNSs are very 
beneficial for individual or communal needs. The benefits of SNSs are 
reaching connections to the entire world, bringing people with the same 
interests, sharing information in real time (Rdouan Faizi, 2015). SNSs are 
used to connect a wide number of users to share information and to build 
social network interaction each other, various types of individuals, groups, 
communities, and organizations. Sometimes, it is found that they 
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commonly express their own information, emotion, feeling through SNSs 
to appreciate what they have done in real life. It is also commonly found 
that one person will have at least one or more SNS‟s account as used for 
their daily life. Teenagers are the most addicted object by these SNSs 
(Amirudin, 2018). The number of active social media users in Indonesia 
has increased by 20 percent in 2019 reaching 150 million users (Digital 
Indonesia, 2019). 
One of the SNSs that used by people is Instagram. According to 
Pratnyawan (2019), Instagram is the most popular social media in the 
world. The United states is the country with the highest Instagram users, 
110 million or 33.4 percent of the total population. Instagram users in 
Indonesia are around 56 million or 20.97 percent of the total population. In 
Indonesia most of the users come from the age of 18 years old to 24 years 
old for men and women. The study is also revealed that in early 2019 the 
average number of male users of Instagram was 1.9 percent higher more 
than women. The number of Instagram users has rapidly increased as well 
as uploads since Instagram was launched in October 2010 (Kambhampati, 
2014). Instagram as one of the famous social network sites in this century 
is considered as one way to explore about „what we have‟, „what we do‟, 
„what other people have‟, and „what other people do‟. It is not only about 
updating one or some interested pictures but also providing writing post 
for emphasizing the exploration of our own information or others. It is 
considered as a medium of worth language phenomena: what they write in 
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the „caption‟ column can be related to some aspects, such as culture, news, 
social phenomena, education, religion, knowledge, and even personal 
information.  
There are many features that can be found on Instagram, such as 
home page, comment, explore, profile, news feed, caption, and etc. 
Caption becomes an important part that is usually taken as a great concern 
by Instagram users. It is due to caption has turned into an extensive thing 
for the Instagram users to render any information or messages about what 
they do or feel. Besides that, caption is also used by the Instagram users as 
a tool to express and share their feeling or even opinion on something. 
Thus, “caption” can be called as “text”, as the complement of the situation 
and the purpose of the picture. More specifically, caption is “a short piece 
of text under a picture in a book, magazine or newspaper which describes 
the picture or explains what the people in it are doing or saying” 
(Cambridge Dictionary). Caption is some sentences for clarifying the 
photos which are usually used to interact what user intention. On 
Instagram, caption turns into extensive thing because the users want to 
render information or messages about what users feeling and doing. This 
text or caption is seen as another self-intended presentation by the users 
for conveying personality feeling, emotion, information, and so forth. 
One aspect that is not forgotten is that self-disclosures can be also 
traced by the „text‟ given as the „caption‟. This text is as additional 
information related to the picture shared. Thus, it comes to draw an 
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argument that the „texts‟ conveyed are phenomena of self-presentations 
expressed by Instagram users through expositive acts (Andalibi et al, 
2017). According to Fardouly et al, (2017) asserts that exploring self-
presentation contained in this picture-shared Social network sites, 
sometimes Instagram user intend to show self-promotion related to the 
body image they present. They state that higher intention of narcissisms is 
shown in the intensity for updating their profile picture and the intensity 
for using Instagram. They also revealed that image shared in Instagram 
likely influence other users‟ appearance and beliefs. Sometimes it is also 
found that images are presented for emphasizing self-schema, self-
discrepancy, and self-esteem. Another aspect ignored in these studies are 
the texts presented along with the images may emphasize these self-
presentations by the users. The texts support the narcissisms and self-
presentations by showing these intentions verbally. The texts are 
performed as expositive acts in pragmatic perspective. 
Pragmatic study makes clear that in communication people not 
only have a literal text, but also a meaning beyond the literal text conveyed 
by a speaker or writer (Igwedibia, 2018). The meaning conveyed is 
interpreted by a listener or reader based on the context constraining the 
text (oral or written). In other words, when we talk about pragmatics, we 
are simply talking about meaning beyond the linguistic data. Fromkin et al 
(2014, p. 165) defined literal text is not the one who used  by people to 
communicate with the others. A text has meaning called “extra-truth-
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conditional”. It comes as a result of how a speaker uses the literal text in 
conversation, or as a part of discourse. The study of this “extra-truth-
conditional” meaning is pragmatics. Pragmatics also allows us “to see how 
language is used in interesting and social ways”. 
Speech act is the study focusing on “what speakers mean”. 
According to Koussouhon & Dadjo, (2016) Study about speech acts is a 
branch of pragmatic studies as it deals with an “act” in making an 
utterance or sentence. The communication is emphasized on “besides 
recognizing the meaning of words in an utterance, the interlocutors must 
also recognize what speakers mean by their utterances”.  (Yule, 2010). 
When people communicate with a text, interpreting the meaning is 
considered by knowing the word or the utterances conveyed to deliver the 
message and relying on what the researcher think about the speakers‟ 
intention in communicating the message. Those are how speech acts 
understood.  
Further, speech acts, as asserted by Grunberg (2011), are two ac-
tivities happened simultaneously: saying and doing, that a speaker who 
conveys an utterance is amounted to a particular doing. Different perceive 
from Fromkin et al (2014, p. 177), speech acts tell us how people use 
language to do things, such as: informing, asserting, committing, and so 
forth. To correlate, texts provided as caption in Instagram are kinds of 
users‟ intention to communicate to the others. The communication 
implicitly or explicitly conveys something related to self-presentation, 
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involve; self-information, pride, achievement, positive response intention, 
telling, and so on. 
When people convey utterances, they are not only saying 
something, but they intend to do something, for instance, apologizing 
promising, , commanding, and so on. Austin defined speech acts into three 
forms: 1) locutionary acts which are the presentation of the sounds and 
words or „performing the act of saying something‟. 2) illocutionary acts 
which are the act of saying something or „performing an act in saying 
something‟. In other words, illocutionary act refers to the intention of the 
writer or speaker in delivering a speech or sentence. 3) perlocutionary acts 
which are the effect of saying something (intentionally or unintentionally) 
or „performing an act by saying something‟. (Austin, 1962) 
There are five kinds of illocutionary acts. According to Austin 
(1962), there are: first, expositives, which are statements or delivering 
facts, emphasizing the interlocutors to form or attend a belief, for 
examples; stating, boasting, complaining, affirming, denying, 
emphasizing, illustrating, and so on. Second, exercitives, in which the 
speakers intend for getting the interlocutors to do something, for 
examples; ordering, commanding, requesting, and so on. Third, 
behabitives, in which the speakers convey their feeling toward the interloc-
utors, for examples; thanking, congratulating, pardoning, agreeing, 
greeting and so on. Fourth, commissives, in which the speakers give 
commitment to do something regarding to the interlocutor, for examples; 
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offering, promising, rowing, and so on. Fifth, verdictives, in which the 
speakers determine what the case is in an institution or change an insti-
tutional state of affairs regarding to the interlocutors, for examples; 
resigning, dismissing, naming, sentencing, and so on. Here, as suggested 
in the present study, kinds of expositive acts are expected to be found in 
Instagram posting. 
Expositive acts which is also claimed as assertive as representation 
of states of affairs. The point of expositive act is “to represent how the 
world is”, that the content of a „thing‟ is true. The utterance is conveyed to 
make a belief that the content is strong to be a truth.  A speaker or writer 
codes a statement to emphasize that his or her idea is strong to be accepted 
(Kisssine, 2009). According to Oishi&Fetzer, (2016). Expositive acts as 
proposed by Austin are a kind of higher-level of illocutionary acts which 
sheds light on the intention of interpreting speech acts and their linguistic 
realizations in language phenomena. Expositive acts are performed in act 
of exposition concerning the expounding of views, conveying an 
argument, and emphasizing an idea.   
The people share picture on Instagram and giving texts as the 
caption are assumed that they express self-exposition as called self-
presentation. This self-presentation is verbally conveyed in form of 
caption. Pragmatic analysis is used to trace this intended self-presentation 
as expositive acts performed by the users of Instagram. 
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The present study aimed to explore expositive acts performed in 
Instagram-posting by Indonesian users using pragmatic analysis, in which 
these expositive acts were presented in their captions as another way to 
perform self-presentation. The kinds of expositive proposed by Austin 
(1962). The factors initiating each kind of expositive acts are described. 
The analysis of 100 „Instagram captions‟ reveals that ten kinds of 
expositive acts were performed by the participants, i.e.; apprising, 
affirming, supposition, remarking, informing, postulating, confirming, 
arguing, telling, and describing. The factors of ten kinds of expositive acts 
were established by analyzing the captions through pragmatic perspective 
in which the texts used by the participants are correlated to the social 
phenomena as the primary contexts. It uses the photos along with the 
captions as secondary context to strengthen the result of the analysis. 
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Figure1.1 Instagram Caption 
From the example in the figure 1.1 made by student of English 
Letters 2015 in her Instagram account. The caption of that post is “10 
Days, thousand memories, million feeling got mixed, lot of unexpected 
surprises and one thing called love” (emoticon love). Caption By 
@restwak includes in the category of Telling. Telling is done to express 
feeling to other users, such as sadness, happiness, madness, 
disappointment, and failure. When she wrote the caption on her Instagram 
post for expressing her feeling of happiness, with sentences million feeling 
got mixed, after she got 10 days amazing experiences with a hundred of 
unforgettable memories. The picture really shows the feeling of happiness. 
It gives the effect on the people who read her caption to know her feeling 
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of happiness without meeting her directly. The impact of self-presentation 
on Instagram post by @restwak is categorized as ingratiation on self-
presentation. Ingratiation refers to an impression management tactic used 
by a person whose goal is to appear attractive and be liked by others, some 
common characteristics are compliments, modesty, humorous, 
understanding, warmth, opinion agreement, and compassion. It could be 
depicted on the caption “10 Days, thousand memories, million feeling got 
mixed, lot of unexpected surprises and one thing called love” (emoticon 
love) this the sentence refers to one of the characteristic (compassion) in 
ingratiation. In addition, it can be seen regarded from expositive act.  
These are the reasons why the researcher is interested to analyze 
expositive on Instagram captions, first, Instagram becomes very famous in 
this era, almost every person has signed up as an Instagram user, so it‟s 
interesting to analyze something famous in this era.  Second, for many 
times the researcher has found that most of Instagram users give a caption 
for the picture they post with certain purpose. People usually post 
something in their account with certain purpose and it is interesting to 
analyze their purposes based on expositive act theory. Thus, the researcher 
conducts a thesis entitled “Expositive Acts on English Instagram 
Caption by English Letters Student IAIN Surakarta”. 
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B. Limitation of the Problem 
The researcher focuses this research in analyzing English 
Instagram caption by English Letters Student 2015 IAIN Surakarta 
account. There are 57 students as participants. Thus, the caption that will 
be analyzed are only the English caption from their account. In analyzing 
this caption, the researcher focusses in finding the purpose for every 
caption that the participant uses to post their picture using expositive act 
theory. The researcher didn‟t analyzed visual aspect because this research 
writing the one of social media, that is Instagram and used English Letters 
Student 2015 IAIN Surakarta as a speaker by utterance. The researcher 
uses the theory of Expositive acts given by Austin (1962) and Self 
Presentation by Goffman (1959). 
Expositive acts which are statements or delivering fact, 
emphasizing the interlocutors to form or attend a belief, it includes of 
Apprising, Describing, Affirming, Supposing, Remarking, Informing, 
Postulating, Confirming, Arguing, Telling.). From those 10 types of 
expositive act, the researcher will find each purpose for every caption that 
the participants use to post their picture using those caption. The photo 
posting with its caption that will be analyzed is only from the photo 
posting by English Letters 2015 students which they have posted from 
January until May 2019 which is using English caption. The photo posting 
from their account that out of those months and which is not using English 
language will not be taking as the object of this study.  
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C. Problem Statements 
The problem statements of this research are: 
a. What kind of expositive acts are found on the caption uploaded on 
Instagram by student of English Letters 2015 IAIN Surakarta? 
b. What is the impact of self presentation towards Instagram account by 
student of English Letters IAIN Surakarta? 
D. The Objectives of the study 
According to the problem statements above, the objectives of this study 
are: 
a. To identify the kind of expositive acts are found on the caption 
uploaded on Instagram by student of English Letters 2015 IAIN 
Surakarta. 
b. To identify the impact of self presentation towards Instagram account 
by student of English Letters IAIN Surakarta. 
 
E. The Benefits of the Study 
The study is expected to give the following benefits: 
a. Theoretically 
The study is expected to give contribution and information to the 
researcher and the readers especially for the English Letters student 
about analysis of expositive act on Instagram caption. 
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b. Practically 
1) For Researcher 
This research is able to improve the researcher‟s ability to 
comprehend this study and understand the expositive acts and the 
pattern on Instagram Caption. 
2) For Reader 
This research is able to the reader to study about expositive acts, 
expositive act pattern and it can be used as additional knowledge in 
speech act and others.  
3) For Lecture 
This research is able to the lecture to understand about expositive 
acts, expositive act patterns that happens in Instagram caption. 
4) For Student 
This research is able to the student to understand about expositive 
acts, expositive act patterns when on Instagram caption. 
5) For Other Researcher 
This research can be used as one of the references and information 
for the further researcher related to the field.  
F. The definition of  Key  Terms 
1. Expositive acts are “to represent how the world is”, that the content of a 
„thing‟ is true. The utterance is conveyed to make a belief that the content 
is strong to be a truth. A speaker or writer codes a statement (Kissine, 
2009).  
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2. Instagram is a relatively new form of communication where users can easily 
share their updates by taking photos and tweaking them using filters 
(Kambhampati, June, 2014). 
3. Caption is a bunch of words printed underneath a picture or a cartoon which 
explains what it is about. When someone captions his or her picture or 
cartoon, they put a caption under it (Collins English Dictionary, 2018). 
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CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
A. Theoritical Description 
1. Pragmatics 
a. Definition of Pragmatic 
Pragmatic has some definition, but in general, some experts 
of pragmatic agree that pragmatic is the study about the meaning of 
language that related to between the users of language (speaker and 
hearer) and the context or meaning of the language. Pragmatics 
discusses the relations between language and context that are 
grammatical or encoded in the structure of a language (Levinson, 
1983:9). In other hands, Griffiths (2006: 1) proposes that pragmatic 
focuses on how language is expended as a tool to create 
meaningful communication taking into explanation the situations 
or contexts. Other experts state that pragmatics as the study of the 
relationship between the signs and its interpreters (Schiffrin, 
1994:191). 
Pragmatics is concerned with four main fields. According 
to Yule,  (1996). First, pragmatics is concerned with the study of 
the meanings of utterances as communicated by the speaker and 
interpreted by the hearer. Second, pragmatics is related with the 
context that influences how the speaker inform their message. 
Third, pragmatics is the study of how more gets communicated 
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than is said which explores how the hearer succeeds to receive the 
speaker‟s intended meaning. Finally, pragmatics  deals with the 
idea of the distance between the speaker and the hearer that 
determines the choice between the said and the unsaid. As an 
outcome, pragmatics was the study that related to the analysis of 
what people‟s meant with speech act rather than with separate 
meanings of words or phrases used in the speech itself. Pragmatics 
is the study of the meaning of speakers.  
Based on the definition above, it can be concluded that 
pragmatic is the study of how language is used in context 
expressed by the speaker and then interpreted by the listener. 
Pragmatics will look for advance meaning that cannot be explained 
by the semantic theory because pragmatics facilitates people to 
interpret or construe the speaker's meaning when they do not 
exactly say what they mean. Thus, studying language via 
pragmatics allow people to gain a better understanding in the 
communication process. 
b. Scopes of Pragmatics 
There are some scopes in the field of pragmatics. They include 
deixis, cooperative principle, implicature, presupposition and 
speech acts (Levinson, 1983: 27).  
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1) Diexis 
Deixis comes from Greek used for one of the basic things 
people do with utterances that are pointing to an object via 
language (Yule, 1996: 9). The mean of "pointing" is one uses 
any linguistic form called a deictic expression. This kind of 
referring is the speaker's context. There are three types of 
deixis, person deixis, spatial deixis and temporal deixis (Yule, 
2006: 15-24). 
1. Person Deixis 
Person deixis is used to specify people and it 
functions on a basic three part division, exemplified by the 
personal pronouns such as „I‟, „you‟, „he‟, „she‟, „it‟, „we‟, 
and „they‟. There is a case  that these deictic expressions 
are used to specify or indicate relative social status. 
Honorifics are described as expressions used to indicate 
higher social status. Honorifics used and influenced by the 
circumstance where the conversation takes place. 
2.  Spatial Deixis  
The concept of distance is related to spatial deixis. 
Type of deixis is used to point a location where an entity 
being referred in the context. Adverbs „here‟ and „there‟ are 
such examples of spatial deixis as well as the demonstrative 
adjectives „that‟, „this‟, „those‟, and „these‟. the use of 
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spatial deixis is related to the speaker‟s ability to project 
himself or herself into a location at which he or she is not 
yet present. An example is the use of “here” on telephone 
answering machines: “I‟m not here at the moment”. 
3.  Temporal Deixis  
The last type of deixis is temporal deixis. This 
deixis is used to indicate the time. „Now', „then', „today', 
„tomorrow', „yesterday' are examples of temporal deixis. 
The psychological basic of spatial deixis seems work to 
mark temporal deixis. Temporal events can be treated as 
objects that move toward the speaker or away from the 
speaker. For example, the speaker treats the near future as 
being close to utterance time by using the proximal deictic 
„this' such as in „this weekend' or „this Sunday'. Temporal 
deixis also recognized by the choice of verb tense. For 
example:  
a) I study English. (Present tense)  
b) I studied English. (Past tense)  
2)  Implicature  
Implicature means an additional conveyed meaning more 
than just what being said. Thus, there is some meaning that is 
left implicit in actual language use. The context of the situation 
and the distributed universe of discourse are of importance in 
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understanding the implied meaning from the speaker (Yule, 
1996: 35) 
a)  Conventional Implicature  
Conventional implicatures as those implicatures that 
are not based on the cooperative principle and are not 
compelled to the special context for their interpretation 
(Yule, 1996: 45). Conventional implicatures are signified 
by specific words that communicate additional conveyed 
meanings. The appearances of conventional implicatures 
are the English conjunctions „and‟, „yet‟, „but‟, and 
„therefore‟. 
b)  Conversational Implicature  
Conversational implicatures are the implicature that 
dependent on the context. Conversational implicatures 
happen when someone gets what is said. In Mey‟s opinion 
(1993: 45), a conversational implicature is something which 
is left implicit in utterances. Speakers who communicate 
meaning via implicatures and it is listeners who recognize 
those communicated meanings via inference. 
3) Presupposition  
Presupposition is something that is assumed by the speakers 
as events before generating a speech (Yule, 2006: 43). A hearer 
may have different intended about what the speaker says. 
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Presuppositions are not the same as entailment; something that 
logically follows from what is asserted in the utterances (Yule, 
2006: 44). It is the speakers who own presuppositions. So, the 
presupposition is what is taken for gifted in what a speaker 
said. 
4) Speech Act 
Speech acts are the terminology of such function of 
language (Austin, 1975: 22). Speech acts theory generally 
explains these utterances as having three parts: locutionary, 
illocutionary, and perlocutionary acts. Commonly, speech acts 
used by people in conversation to deliver message or thoughts. 
In this research, the reaesarcher decided to analyze speech acts.  
2. Speech Act  
a. Definition of Speeh Act 
There is some definition about speech act from some 
experts. Searle (1969:18) says the speech act performed the 
utterances of a sentence in general function of the meaning of the 
sentence. Speech act also called as the action performed by a 
speaker with an utterance. Speech act is a part of social interactive 
behavior. It must be interpreted as an aspect of social interaction 
(Mey, 2009:927). 
Speech act is an action performed via language. Via speech 
acts, people can perform a single utterance with more than one act 
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(Yule,1966: 47). People can perform requests, commands, 
apologies, promises and so on. The speaker is often trying to attain 
some effect with those words by performing speech acts; an effect 
which might in some cases have been accomplished by an 
alternative action. Aitchison (2010:106) defines speech acts as a 
sequence of words that behave somewhat like actions. The speaker 
is often trying to achieve some effect with the words by performing 
speech acts, an effect which might in some cases have been 
accomplished by an alternative action. According to Parker (1986: 
14), speech acts are every utterance of speech act constitutes some 
sort of fact. In the communication, the certain attitude expressed by 
the speaker which has the relationship with the performance of a 
particular speech act.  
3. Classification of Speech Act  
Speech acts divide into three major categories. The major 
categories are locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary (Yule, 
1996: 48). The classifications are:  
a. Locutionary acts  
Locutionary act is speech acts with words, phrases, and 
sentences, based on the meaning that contained by word, 
phrase, and sentences itself. The act of saying something can be 
expressed the phrase by locutionary acts. The hearer does not 
affected by the meaning of utterances, because in locutionary 
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the meaning does not has intent to affect the hearer. It can be 
concluded that the purpose of locutionary acts only gives 
information to the heare ( Rahardi, 2009: 17). 
Other expert states that locution is the basic of utterances, 
or producing meaning linguistic expression (Leech, 1983: 199). 
For example, The radio is broken. From the sentence, the 
speaker wants to give information to the hearer (reader) that the 
radio is broken. In delivering the sentence, the speaker only has 
the intention to tell something in order to make the hearer 
understands what the speaker wants. From the definition above, 
we can infer that the meaning of locutionary meaning is the 
meaning that contains the actual meaning in the sentence 
uttered by the speaker. 
b. Illocutionary acts  
Illocutionary act is performed via the communicative force 
of an utterance which is generally known as illocutionary force 
(Yule, 1996: 48). The particular aspect of speech act is 
regarded as illocutionary act; what the speakers are doing with 
their utterances (Cutting, 2002: 16). For example: Could you 
mind to turn on the lamp?  
The meaning from the utterance above is the speaker wants 
the hearer to turn on the lamp. So, the utterance not only gives 
information to the people but also refers to do something. Part 
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of the utterances of the illocutionary acts such as stated 
promise, apologize, condole, congratulate, greet, thank, accept, 
reject, and so on. According to Searle (1969:34), the 
illocutionary act is an act performed in saying something. On 
the other words, illocutionary act can be defined as using a 
sentence to perform a function. While speaker says something, 
he or she may perform some functions of act through the 
utterances such as request, complain, etc.  
In other hand, for the illocutionary acts Bach and Harnish 
has different perception. They called illocutionary as the 
communicative illocutionary speech acts. Types of 
illocutionary acts are distinguished by types of illocutionary 
intents (intended illocutionary effects). Since  illocutionary 
intents are fulfilled if the hearer recognizes the attitudes 
expressed by the speaker, types of illocutionary intents 
correspond to types of expressed attitudes. Accordingly, we 
will classify types of illocutionary acts in terms of types of 
expressed attitudes (Bach and Harnish, 1979: 39). 
c.  Perlocutionary acts  
Perlocutionary acts can be called with the phrase, the act of 
affecting someone (Rahardi, 2009: 17). In perlocutionary, there 
are significant influences because the speaker tries to influence 
the listener to do what he wants to do. That case called by 
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perlocutionary effect. Perlocutionary act refers to the effect this 
utterance has on the thoughts or action of the other person. The 
case perlocutionary act is what the speaker intends to 
communicate of what the speaker says.  
Perlocutionary act is the expected effect of the speaker to 
the hearer with an utterance from the speaker. In a word or an 
utterance, the speaker expects that the hearer will achieve an 
effect or respond from that utterances. For example: If someone 
says‚where is your homework? It may because you look at your 
book quickly or you might respond ‚oh my homework is miss 
home. From the utterance, the speaker assumes that the hearer 
will recognize the effect of the speaker‟s utterance to take the 
homework. From the explanation, it can be concluded that 
perlocutionary acts are speech act has a certain meaning to 
affect or influence the listener.  
  
4.  Illocutionary Acts  
Illocutionary is one of the types of speech act that divided by 
Austin. Illocutionary acts related to the purpose, function, or force 
from an utterance that said by the speaker. 
a.  Classification of Illocutionary Speech Acts based on Searle 
Illocutionary speech acts' classification according to 
Searle's theory is assertive, directive, expressive, commissive, 
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and declaration The concept of speech act is the illocutionary 
acts (Searle in Rahardi, 2009: 17). The brief explanation of 
these types are: 
1) Assertive  
Assertive involves the speaker on the truth of the 
proposition expressed by the speaker. Examples of 
assertive are: stating, informing, advising, boasting, 
complaining, and reporting.  
2) Directive  
Directive intended to cause some effect through the 
act of the hearer. It is the act of ordering someone to do 
something. According to Yule (1996: 54), these acts 
express what the speaker wants and the speaker 
attempts to make the world fit the words via the hearer. 
Example of the acts are: ordering, commanding, 
begging, suggesting, and advising.  
3) Commissives  
The speaker uses the commissives to commit action 
in the future. Yule (1996: 54) states that by means of 
commissives, the speaker undertake to make the world 
fit with the words via the speaker. The examples of that 
are: promising, pledging, offering, threating, and 
refusing.  
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4) Expressive  
This type is used to express the speaker's feelings or 
attitudes about something. Yule (1996: 53) declares that 
these acts involve the speaker makes the words fit the 
worlds or feeling. Examples of this act are condoling, 
thanking, greeting, congratulating, apologizing, and 
rejecting.  
5) Declarative  
In this acts, the speaker is able to change the state of 
affair in the world via the utterances. When employing 
these acts, the speaker have institutional role in a 
specific context (Yule, 1996: 53). The examples of this 
acts are: resigning, naming, demising, 
excommunicating, appointing, and sentencing. 
b. Classification of Illocutionary Acts based on Bach and Harnish   
Illocutionary acts according to Bach and Harnish in Bach 
(2017: 39) illocutionary intents are fulfilled if the hearer 
recognizes the attitudes expressed by the speaker, types of 
illocutionary intents correspond to types of expressed attitudes. 
Accordingly, Bach and Harnish classify types of illocutionary 
acts in terms of types of expressed attitudes.  
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1) Constatives  
Constatives express the speaker‟s belief and his 
intention or desire that the hearer have or form a like 
belief (Bach and Harnish in Bach, 2017: 41). The 
examples of constatives are: assertives, predictives, 
retrodictives, descriptives, ascriptives, informatives, 
confirmatives, concessives, retractives, assentives, 
dissentives, disputatives, responsives, suggestives, and 
suppositives.  
2)  Directive  
Bach and Harnish (2017: 41) states that directives 
express the speaker‟s attitude toward some prospective 
action by the hearer and his intention that his utterance, 
or the attitude it expresses, be taken as a reason for the 
hearer‟s action. The examples of this acts are: 
requestives, questions, requirements, prohibitives, 
permissives, and advisories.  
3) Commissives  
Bach and Harnish (2017: 41) declares that 
commissives acts express the speaker‟s intention and 
belief that his utterance obligates him to do something 
(perhaps under certain conditions). Example of this acts 
are: promises and offers.  
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4) Acknowledgement  
Acknowledgements express, perfunctorily if not 
genuinely, certain feelings toward the hearer (Bach, 
2017: 41). Their feelings and their expressions are 
appropriate to particular sorts of occasions. Examples of 
acknowledgement acts are: apologize, condole, 
congratulate, greet, thank, bid, accept, and reject.  
For example, greeting expresses pleasure at meeting 
or seeing someone, thanking expresses gratitude for 
having received something, apologizing expresses 
regret for having harmed or bothered the hearer, and so 
on. Acknowledgement speech acts from Bach and 
Harnish‟s theory is used by the researcher to analysis 
this research. 
c. Classification of Illocutionary Speech Act by Yule  
1) Declarations  
Declarations are using to announce something clearly 
and have direct change to the world through certain 
utterances and it especially used officially in the 
institutional state of affairs (Yule, 1996: 53).  
2)  Representatives  
Representatives are used to represent the situation, 
which has world-to-world compatibility. Forms of 
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representatives in which people represent the world as they 
believe such as statements of fact, descriptions, assertions, 
and conclusions (Yule, 1996: 53). 
3) Expressives  
Expressive is the psychological expressions regarding 
to the speaker‟s feeling (Yule, 1996: 53) from the speaker‟s 
utterances. Expressives consists of thanking, 
congratulating, apologizing, and welcoming. 
4)  Directives  
The speaker expresses what they want to do by the 
hearer called directives (Yule, 1996: 54). Directives 
consists of suggesting, commanding, or order something.  
5)  Commissives  
Commissives are the type of speech act which used 
by the speaker to commit themselves such as promise, 
threat, refuse, and pledge to some future actions (Yule, 
1996: 54). 
d. Classification of Illocutionary Speech Act by Austin 
Illocutionary is one of the types of speech act that divided 
by Austin. Illocutionary acts related to the purpose, function, or 
force from an utterance that said by the speaker. Classification 
of Illocutionary Speech Act by Austin (1962). 
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1) Expositive  
Which are statements or delivering facts, emphasing 
the  interlocutors to  form or atten  a belief (Austin, 
1962). For example: stating, boasting, complaining, 
affirming, denying, emphasizing, ilustrating, and so on. 
2) Exercitives 
Which the speakers intend for getting the 
interlocutors to do something (Austin, 1962). For 
examples; ordering, commanding, requesting, and so on 
3) Behabitives 
Which the speakers convey their feeling toward the 
interlocutors (Austin, 1962). For examples; thanking, 
congratulating, pardoning, agreeing, greeting and so on. 
4) Commissives 
Which the speakers give commitment to do 
something regarding to the interlocutor (Austin, 1962). 
For examples; offering, promising, rowing, and so on. 
5) Verdictives 
Which the speakers determine what the case is in an 
institution or change an institutional state of affairs 
regarding to the interlocutors (Austin, 1962). For 
examples; resigning, dismissing, naming, sentencing, 
and so on. 
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In regard to the theories explored above, the researcher will 
focus on the use of expositive acts by Austin theory. Because, the 
expositive act that proposed by Austin is more complete to convey 
feelings  on Instagram from  other experts. Therefore, the explanation 
of expositive act by Austin is given further.  
5. Expositive Act  
Expositive are used to make statements fit into the ongoing 
discourse such as clarifying and arguing. The list of word of expositive  
includess affirm, deny, emphasize, illustrate, answer, report, accept, 
object to, concede, describe, claas, identify  and call (searle, 1979:8). 
Which are statements or delivering facts, emphasing the  interlocutors 
to  form or atten  a belief (Austin, 1962). For example: stating, 
boasting, complaining, affirming, denying, emphasizing, ilustrating, 
and so on. 
The kinds of expositive acts are classified based on the notion of 
expositive acts proposed by Austin (1962) are apprising, describing, 
postulating, affirming, remarking, informing, arguing, telling, 
confirming and suppossing. The factors initiating each kind of 
expositive acts are described. 
1) Apprising  
Apprising is performed by instagram users to give 
information to someone or other users about his or her events, 
vacations, physical experiences, and other daily activities. The 
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example of Apprising expositive act can be seen in the data 
caption by Putri. The caption is “stuck and stay”. The caption 
refers to Apprising because the caption shows the picture of a 
place where the user uses to vacation, and the caption says that 
she stuck and stay, it means the user wants to give information 
to others about her vacations and her experience.  
2) Describing 
Describing is performed to tell someone the appearance, 
sound, smell, events, form, feature, etc., of someone or 
something (friends, cook, fashion, and scenery). The example 
of Describing expositive act can be seen in the data caption by 
Tenti. The caption is Beauty and Drakness, the caption includes 
in describing because the picture shows the view about the 
nature  which look beautifull in the darkness. Thus, the use of 
the caption is to describe the picture uploaded. 
3) Affirming 
Affirming is performed to show a strong belief in or 
dedication to something, such as an important idea, faith, and 
principle. The example of affirmig expositive act can be seen in 
the data below:   
 “Introverts are like “i would like  to sleep from 10 to 10 
again  because  socialize is much more  tiring than sleeping”, 
by reswak. This data includes in that type of Affirming 
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expositive act because the picture of her and her friend are 
those person who have a strong belief and principle about 
introvets person.  
4) Supposing 
Supposing is performed to bring an idea or theory that is 
believed to be true, though no proof is found, such as: 
predicting an issue (politic, religion, and tribe), an event, and 
information. The example of supposing expositive act, this 
caption can be seen in data caption by sisca includes in 
supposing expositive act because the user her says that Allah is 
the best planner, it means that she want to performe the idea or 
her belief about her God, or her relegion. She believes that God 
is the best planner and she shows the picture of this nature to 
show the power of God. 
5) Remarking 
Remarking  is performed to say or to express an opinion or idea 
(a tendency to advise with strong idea and opinion). The 
example of Remarking expositive act can be seen in data 
caption by Restu. The caption is hide but don‟t seek, then play 
with fair not with affair. This data includes in remarking 
because the caption is used to express her opinion about the 
thing she is going to do. 
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6) Informing 
Informing is performed to be or provide the essential 
quality of something, such as: family, event, tourism object, 
and personal stuff. The example of Informing expositive act 
can be seen in the data caption by Yuni. The caption is This is 
what I called a gift..I‟m thankful of having them in my life. 
thanks God. This caption includes in informing because the 
caption is use to performed her feeling about the esential of her 
friends in her life, where she really thankful for having them in 
her  life.  
7) Postulating 
Postulating is performed to suggest something, such as: 
theory, quote, and holy verse. The example of postulating 
expositive can be seen in the data by Desri. The caption is 
“Where there is love, there is life” (Mahatma Gandhi). This 
caption includes in postulating because the caption uses a quote 
in her post.  
8) Confirming 
Confirming is performed to tell other users that something 
has definitely happened or is going to happen; to make 
something definite or official, such as: news, issue, and 
accident. The example of confirming expositive act can be seen 
in the data  by restu. The caption is Cause Salem people wear 
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black everyday and read Lovecrafy everynight. This caption 
includes in confirming because the users want to tell other 
users an issue about sallem people that they are using black 
everyday and read Lovecrafy everynight, the caption is used to 
show that she is one of that people who love to wear black and 
read lovecrafy everynight.  
9) Arguing 
Arguing is performed to give reasons for or against 
something; to say or write things in order to change someone‟s 
opinion about what is true and what should be done. The 
example of Arguing expositive act can be seen in the data by 
Nisa. This caption is  you hate crowd but you are part of it. 
This data  includes in arguing because the caption here is used 
to performed her reason that she hate crowd but anyway it‟s 
something she should be done with, because she live in the  
world which absolutely become crowd.  
10)  Telling  
Telling  is done to express feeling to other users, such as 
sadness, happiness, madness, disappointment, and failure. The 
example of telling expositive act can be seen in the data in the 
caption by hasdiah. The caption is Its always a lot easier to 
judge rather than appreciate someone else‟s hard work. For 
being brave, for being alive”. This caption includes in type of 
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telling because the user uses the caption to tell her feeling when 
she realize that someone is better in judging than appreciating.  
6. Context  
Context influences the illocutionary functions because of the 
speech acts are dependent on the context. Context is a physical 
environment that uses reference expressions (Yule, 1996: 21). In other 
hand, Mey (1993: 39) declares that context is not just a matter of 
reference and understanding what things are, but it is more about 
giving deeper meaning to utterances. Context is great importance for 
the understanding of word meaning. Without context, there is no way 
to determine the very sense of the word that the speaker or writer 
intended to convey, whereas with the context there is generally no 
danger of missinterpretation, for meaning lives in context and the 
context defines meaning.  
Furthemore, Xiaohui Xu (2013) in this jurnal “Research on The 
Application of Context Theory in Vocabulary Study” defines more 
comprehensive definition regarding the nature of the context. He 
dertermines four kinds of contexts. Those four contexts are  presented 
as follows:  
1)  Linguistic Context  
Linguistic context refers to the linguistic setting in which a 
word occurs. To put in details, “its refers to the words, clauses, 
sentences in which a word appears and it may also cover a 
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paragraph, a whole chapter and even the entire book. Linguistic 
context includes lexical and grammatical context.  
For example, the polysemous word such as “make”. This 
word conveys a large number of meanings and only context 
will determine exactly which is meant.  
a.  He made earned alot of money  
b. We made arrived at Beijing in two hours 
c.  We have made covered 60 miles since noon 
d. She will make became a good doctor 
In the above sentences, it make a different meaning 
according to the linguistic context. 
2) Grammatical Context 
When it appears in different grammatical contexts, a 
polysemous word may have different meanings. Take the verb 
get for example. Its meaning varies in different syntactical 
structures: 
Get+n., as in 
I git a present today (meaning “receive”) 
Get+adj., as in 
The food is getting cold. (meaning “become”) 
So different get has different meaning invaries grammatical 
context. 
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3) Situational Context 
Non-linguistic context refers to the extra-linguistic factors 
abstracted from the physical environment and cultural settings 
in which the utterance occurs. It embraces the people, time, 
place, mode of transmission and even the whole cultural 
background. Non-linguistic context includes situational 
contexts and cultural context, which is also known as cultural 
knowledge. 
Situational contexts refers to the actual speech situation in 
which a word (or an utterance or a speech event) occurs. 
Situational context isunderstood to be physical, relatively, 
easily identifiable level related to such factors as whom the 
participant are and what the relationship is between them: 
parent and chlid, friends, employer and employee, or strangers. 
4) Cultural Context 
Cultural context represents an abstract way of peolple‟s 
social activities. Culture consists of all the shared elements of 
human society. This includes not only such material things as 
cities, organization and schools, but also non-material things as 
ideas, customs, family patterns, relationship and language. 
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7. Self Presentation 
Pragmatic theory is suited for exploring self-presentation in verbal.  
This research analyzes the language that used by the speakers to 
express their selves and interpreted by researcher through self 
presentation analyze. According to Goffman (1959) he proposed that 
self presentation is a process in which we try to shape what other  
people  think  of  us and what we think about ourselves. 
a. Definition of Self Presentation 
In social psychology, the process of positioning identities 
and impressions formed by others is termed as impression 
management. The foundation of impression management for 
scholarly research was originally developed by Erving Goffman to 
explain self-presentational behaviours in FtF interactions. Goffman 
(1959) described impression management as a goaldirected attempt 
that individuals make consciously or unconsciously to construct 
identity the way that can control the impression formed by others 
in order to achieve certain personal or social goals. When engaging 
in impression management, individuals “influence other‟s 
perceptions about a person, object, or event by controlling or 
managing the exchange of information in social interaction” 
(Dwyer, 2007, p.2). 
Goffman (1959) argued that each performance is a 
presentation of self, and people consistently perform to give off 
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particular impressions based on who the audiences are and with 
whom they are performing the expressive acts. In order to manage 
the impressions created in the mind of others, people can employ 
various mechanisms which Goffman called sign vehicles such as 
physical settings (furniture, decoration) and “personal front” 
(appearance, language, manner). Presentation of kind acts such as 
greetings and positive description about oneself or positive 
selfdisclosure can also control others‟ perceptions of them 
(Schneider, 1981). People basically  employ impression 
management strategies to influence the identity they project to 
others (Schlenker, 1980) and thus, they present their personal 
characters, behaviours, motivations, or morality in a manner that 
receives approval (Giacolone and Rosenfeld, 1989, 1991; 
Rosenfeld et. al., 1994b). The project of identity is believed to 
influence individual‟s behavior, the outcome of the interaction as 
well as the kind of treatment given by others (Schlenker, 1980). 
In this research, the impression management taxonomy of 
Jones and Pittman (1982) will be used. Jones (1990) extended 
Goffman‟s theory by identifying five strategis of self presentation 
namely ingratiation, competence (self promotion),  intimidation, 
supplication, and exemplification. These strategies have been 
defined by Dominick (1999) in a summary as follow: 
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1) Ingratiation 
Ingratiation refers to a tactic of management impression 
used by a person whose purpose is to appear attractive and be 
liked by others. Some common characteristics are 
compliments, humour, modesty, understanding, warmth, 
opinion agreement, and compassion. The example of 
Ingratiation can be seen in the caption by Yuni. The caption is 
This is what I called a gift. I‟m thankful of having them in my 
life. thanks  God”. The caption includes of Ingratiation because 
it‟s used to show the warmth of family.  
2) Competence or self promotion 
Competence is a strategy used to be perceived as competent 
or qualified. Characteristics of this strategy include claims 
about abilities, accomplishment, performance, and 
qualifications. The example of competence can be seen caption 
by Restu. The caption is Hide but dont seek, then play with fair 
not with affair. The caption includes of competence self  
presentation because it‟s kind of strategy in performance. 
3) Exemplification 
Exemplification is  used by persons whose goal is to be 
perceived as morally superior or possessing high moral 
standard. Common characteristics  include ideological 
commitment or  militancy for a cause, self discipline and self 
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sacrifice. The example of exemplification  can be seen caption 
by Etik. The caption is Without hesitation an enormous smile 
pinned on your cheeks, immature century was gone, the cloud 
just leave you alone sending color that bruises all of „shut 
down, never play on words because it is your sword to define 
your work. In this silence loud, the world gonna be odd without 
any shot of shitty hope, but don‟t worry, people said „hard 
work made the dream work‟. Remember the sea sending it 
sands salty sound and shivering every bone of people who was 
born as a dandelion, fragile but strong enough to fly. Goodbye 
regret, welcome hope. Thanks people. Thanks to myself”. The 
caption  includes exemplification because the caption is uses to  
show  high moral standard  of the users. 
4) Intimidation 
Intimidation is described as having power and as a goal. 
Typical characteristics are threats, unpleasantness, and 
statements of anger. The example of Intimidation can be seen 
in the caption by Nisa. The caption is you hate crowd but 
you‟re part of  it. The caption includes intimidation because its 
describee the user‟s unpleasantness.  
5) Supplication  
Supplication has a  goal of appearing helpless in order to 
get someone attention. This approach has characteristics that 
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include entreaties for help  and self  deprecation. The example 
of Supplication can be seen in the caption by Putri. The caption 
is Is a stranger in her on family. The caption includes 
supplication because its of opinion about self depression. 
Ingratiation, self presentation (competence), and 
exemplification are the stratgies commonly employed by people to 
form positive impression on others. In contrast, employing, 
supplication and intimidation strategies invites negtive repercussions 
from others.  
8. Instagram 
Instagram comes from the words "instant" or "insta", like a 
polaroid camera which commonly known as "instant photos". 
Instagram can also display photos instantly in appearance. Whereas the 
word "gram" comes from the word "telegram", Telegram is to send 
information to others quickly. Likewise, Instagram can upload photos 
using internet network, so that the information delivered can be 
received quickly. That's why Instagram comes from the word "instant 
telegram" (Putri, 2013: 14). 
Instagram is an application from a Smartphone specifically for 
social media which is one of the digital media has a function similar to 
Twitter, but the difference is in taking photos in the form or place to 
share information with the user. Instagram can also provide inspiration 
for users and also can increase creativity, because Instagram has 
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features that can make photos more beautiful, more artistic and better. 
Instagram founded by Mike Krieger and Kevin Systrom. (Atmoko, 
2012: 10).  
                     
                        Figure 2.1 Instagram Logo 
Instagram is a photo sharing app and take pictures or photos that 
apply digital filters to change the appearance of photo effects, and share 
the pictures with various social media services, including Instagram‟s 
own. Instagram has five main menus all located at the bottom (Atmoko, 
2012:28). The five menus are as follows: 
1) Home page 
Home page is the main page that displays (timeline) photos 
the latest from fellow users who have been followed. How to 
view photos is just that by sliding the screen from bottom to top 
like when scrolling mouse on computer. Approximately, 30 
recent photos loaded when users access the app, instagram just 
limist the latest photo (Atmoko, 2012: 28). 
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2) Comments 
As a social networking service, instagram provides a 
commentary feature, photos of photos in instagram can be 
commented on the comment column. Way to press icon marked 
with a comment ballon under the photo, then written 
impressions about the photo in the box provided after that press 
send button. 
3)  Explore  
Explore is the view of the most popular photos favored by 
instagram users. Instagram uses a secret algorithm for 
determining which photos are included in the explore feed. 
4) Profile  
User profiles can know in detail about the user‟s 
information, either from users or other fellow users. Profile 
page can be accessed via the business card icon in the far right 
main menu. This feature displays the number of photos that 
have been uploaded, the number of followers and the number 
of followings. 
5)  News feed    
News feed is a feature featuring a notification to the variety 
of activities conducted by the instagram user. News feed has 
two types of the tab that “following‟ and “news”. Tab 
“following” features recent activities in the user has users 
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follow, then tab “news” features notification of the most recent 
activities done by instagram users to the user photo, leave a 
comment or follow the notification will appear in this tab. 
According to Atmoko (2012), there are some parts that should 
be filled in order photo in upload more has the meaning of 
information, the parts are, namely: 
a.  Title  
Title or a caption photo is to strengthen the 
character or messages which want to be 
delivered in the user. 
b. Hashtag  
Hashtag is a symbol marked fence (#), that 
is very important because it helps users to find 
photos on instagram with certain hashtags. 
c. Location  
Location is a feature showing the location 
where users take a picture. Although instagram 
called as a service photo sharing, instagram also 
called as a social network because the user can 
interact with each other users.  
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There are some activities to do in Instagram, as 
follows:  
1.  Follow  
Follow is followers, from users instagram 
users one to follow or friends with other users 
who use instagram. 
2. Like  
Like is an icon where users can love picture 
or photos on instagram, by presssing „like‟ 
bottom caption adjacent to the comment or 
with a double tap (knock twice) on the photo 
preferred. 
3.  Comment 
Comment is an activity in giving instagram 
users‟ thoughts through words. Users are free 
to comment on any photos, be it suggestions, 
praise or criticism. 
4.  Mentions  
This feature is to add another user, how to 
add an arroba sign (@) and enter the instagram 
account of the user. 
Based on the features of instagram, thus, instagram is seen as a 
perfect medium to provide such space for students to articulate, share 
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engage others and reflect on other students‟ thoughts through 
cooperative and collaborative feedback and discussions (Miers, 2004).  
9. Caption 
Caption means the visual translation of the soundtrack of a 
program in English, in word form (The Australian Communications 
and Media Authority, 2013:3). Captions are words displayed on a 
television screen that desribe the audio or sound portion of a program 
simultaneously. They can also provide information about who is 
speaking or about sound effects that may b important to understanding 
a news story, a political event, or the plot of a program  
(National  Institute  on Deafness and  Communication Disorers : 2002) 
Caption is a word familiar to our hearing. This word has become 
increasingly popular in recent times, because the word caption is 
widely used by people in the use of social media that is so prevalent 
among many people. Caption is a brief explanation or description 
accompanying the illustration or photographs. In the world of 
entertainment, caption is defined as a series of word superimposed on 
the bottom of the television or film like a frame. Caption is also 
defined as a short piece of text underneath the picture in a book, 
magazine or newspaper that describes and explains what people say in 
it. The maximum character count for an Instagram caption is 2.200 
characters and is basically a formality. But the important thing to note 
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is that captions cut off in users feeds after there has been more than 
four lines of a text. Users can see the full version by clicking “more”. 
The definition of caption and its apllication and examples of its use 
in our daily lives (Atmoko, 2012) : 
1) In the word of jurnalists 
In accordance with the translation in Indonesian, caption is 
defined as a description/ short article that will describe an 
object or image displayed. 
2) In data processing based on Ms. Word 
The caption is a form of  command used to add information 
to an image, table, or other objects. 
3) In Instagram 
In Instagram, caption is not unfamiliar to the Instagram 
users, the use of this word commonly even almost always used 
on every posted image or video uploaded to Instagram account 
(see pictures 2.2). 
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                            Figure 2.2 Caption on Instagram  
Based on the explanation above, Instagram is all about the 
visuals. The quality of photos will be differentiating factors when it 
comes to gaining Instagram followers, getting them interested in brand 
and what it is about, and showing off the human side of business. 
Users can explain what the photos about, tell to the followers to take 
caption, or crack a joke that makes the content more delightful and 
shareable. 
10. Previous Related Studies 
In analyzing expositive act on Instagram captions, and correlation 
self presentation on Instagram account, the researcher finds several 
previous related studies whose object is same but perpective and 
approach are different. The first previous study is Expositive Act on 
Instagram: Knowing What People Intent to “Write” on their Caption 
through Pragmatics Perspective by Amirudin (2018). This research 
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studied about expositive acts in the caption of  16 posting by indo-user,  
used Austin‟s theorry of expositive acts. The method which is used in 
this  research  is descriptive qualitative. The finding of this research are 
ten kinds of expositive acts, which are identified as the communicative 
intention presented in their 16 posting with caption. In this study, the  
researcher analyzed the same topic of expositive act and has  the same 
object of Instagram caption. The differenc of this previous studies and 
this research is on the object of the research. This research only take 
Instagram caption by English Letters students IAIN Surakarta and the 
caption which will be analyzed is only english caption.  
The second pevious study is Teens, gender, and self-presentation 
in social media by Herring & Kapidzic (2015) from International 
encyclopedia of social and behavioral sciences, Oxford: Elsevier. This 
research studied about the analyzed on how adolescent boys and girls 
present themselves toothers through online social media facebook, 
twitter. The method in this research is used descriptive qualitative. The 
finding of this research are visual an textual self presentation in social 
media. In this study, the  researcher analyzed the same topic of self 
presentation. The difference of this previous studies and this research 
is on the object of the research.  
The third study is Directions for literacy research: Self 
Presentation on Social Media Path by Christiany Judita (2014). This 
research studied about self presentation from path users. on the 
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majority of the respondents present themeselves on social media 
normally, but there are also who do excessively. The method in this 
research is used descriptive qualitative. The similarities in the two 
studies are in the continuing self presentation. While the difference is 
in published research, what is published is the form of self presentation 
on social media path, and this research is intended to find out how the 
relationship between the use on Instagram the student self-
presentation.  
The fourth previous study is I’m going to Instagram it an analysis 
of athlete sel-presentation on Instagram by Lauren Reichart Smith & 
Jimmy Sanersoon (2015). This research studied about self presentation 
on instagram of 27 professional athletes, used Goffman theory of self 
presentation. The method in this research is used descriptive 
qualitative. The finding of this research are athlete self presentation on 
social media. This previous study analyzed the same topic about self 
presentation but different in the object of analysis. This study discuss 
self presentation of athlete in Instagram, but this research analyze self 
presentation in Instagram caption by English letters students.  
The last previous study is Communicating via photographs: A 
gendered analysis of olympic athlets visual self-presentation on 
instagram by Andrea & Lauren (2015). This research studied about 
self presentation on instagram by male and female athletees, used 
Goffman‟s theory of self presentation. The method in this research is 
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used descriptive qualitative. The finding of this research are revealed 
similaarities to previous research on athletes use written social media 
outlets such as facebook and twitter. The researcher analyzed the same 
topic of self presentation. The difference of this previous studies and 
this research is focus their study exame olympic athletes self 
presentation on instagram , so that this study only has the same topic in 
which using self presentation on  instagram.  
Therefore, it can be understood that the similarity between the 
previous studies presented above and this present research is the topic 
in which discusses about expositive self-presntation, and the difference 
between the previous studies and this present research is in the object 
of anlysis because this research will only analyze Instagram caption by 
English Letters students IAIN Surakarta. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
A. Research Design 
This research applies descriptive qualitative apporoach because of 
this research was focus on Instagram caption of English Letters student of  
IAIN Surakarta on considering the purpose of this thesis, descriptive 
qualitative is used by the researcher as the method of this study. Instagram 
post consists of picture and caption which included as data in the form of 
image and text (Atmoko, 2012). Semiawan (2010: 108) also defines 
qualitative method as a method which focuses on text, images, picture, 
narration, artifacts and non-numerical format data. The researcher explains 
the data taken from Instagram.  
Descriptive method is a kind of research method using technique of 
searching, collecting, classifying, analyzing the data, interpreting them and 
finally drawing conclusion. The clonclusion in descriptive methhod is 
conducted without making generalizing (Surakhmad, 1994: 139). It is also 
stated by Hadi (1983: 3) he states that qualitative method is a kind of 
method, which is conducted by collecting the data, analyzing the data, and 
drawing conclusion without making generalizing.  
B. Data and Source of data 
The researcher needs the data to conduct this research,  the data of 
this research are Instagram captions of English Letters students. The 
source of data of this research is the Instagram accounts of English Letters 
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students of IAIN Surakarta. Then the data are the students‟ pictures and 
captions which are in the text form. The data of this research are Instagram 
post and its caption by English Letters 2015, those types of research data 
are included as discourse. Based on Arikunto (2006: 107) The data in this 
research are in the form of word, discourse, sentence, and clause. While 
the data source of this research are Instagram account of English Letters 
2015. 
C. The Technique of Collecting Data 
Collecting data is one the most important components of the 
research because it can make the data more valid. There are some methods 
during the collecting data. According to Sugiyono (2013:224) some of  the 
most common technique of collecting data includes use of  interviews, 
documentation and questionnaire. In this research the technique that will 
be used is interview and documentations.  
1. Documentation  
In this research, the documentation study is done by the 
researcher in the way of collecting data through written 
sources. The researcher observes expositive on Instagram 
captions of English Letters students in order to find data and 
documentation that can be used to answer the problem 
statements to this research. Documentation in this case is 
Instagram Captions, meanwhile, the steps that are used to 
collect the data are as follows: 
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1) The researcher has downloaded Instagram.The researcher tries 
to find the pictures and its captions of English Letters 2015 
students on instagram to be analyzed in this research. 
2) The researcher has collected 100 data of Instagram captions of 
English Letters 2015 students which they posted from January 
until May 2019.  
3) The researcher classifies which one belongs to the data and 
which one does not belong to the data and then examine the 
data based on the theory of expositive act. 
4) Giving code on the collected data. Here the codes uses in 
analyzing the data: 
01/04/Jan/Ig/Has 
01 ; refers to the number of data 
04 ;  refers to the date of collection 
Jan; refers to the month of collection 
Ig ; refers to the Instagram 
Has; refers to the name of student‟s Instagram account  
5) The researcher analyses the data to answer the problem 
statements. 
6) Drawing conclusion from the result of the analysis and giving 
suggestion. 
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2. Interview  
Interview is a method to get the data from another 
individual by question designed to obtain answer relevant to a 
research problem. Moleong (2005: 186) states that interview 
method is dialogue or personal relation between data collector 
with the source data. Interview used to know about something 
in depth information from respondent, for getting information 
that cannot be obtain from the other method. According to 
Burns (1999: 17), interview and discussion are face to face 
personal interactions, which generate data about the research 
issue and allow specific to discuss from other people 
perspective. In this research, the researcher interviewed to the 
students. The researcher used interview to get the data in the 
form of conversation which is done by the researcher and 
students of English Letters IAIN Surakarta. The question for 
the interview are: 
1. What do you want to express from your post? 
2. What is the function of the caption in your photo posted? 
3. What kinds of self-presentation that you want to show 
    from your post? 
D. The Technique of Analyzing The Data 
This research adopted the framework of analysis data developed by 
(Miles and Huberman, 1992) to describe the procedures of the data 
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analysis. Based on the Miles and Huberman theory, the data analysis 
consists of four steps: collecting data, reduction of the data, display data, 
drawing clonclusion. This process is called as interactive analysis. The 
explanation of the steps as follows: 
1) Data reduction 
The reduction of the data means that researcher classifies 
data by certain categories. In the research, the researcher 
classifies the data from the Instagram caption in the process of 
analyzing of the data, the researcher arranges the Technique 
through particular steps.  
2) Data display 
The second steps, the researcher analyzed the type of 
expositive acts used by English Letters of IAIN Surakarta by 
using Austin theory of speech act expositive and the impact of 
self-presentation toward Instagram account by student of 
English Letters IAIN Surakarta. 
Table 3.1 
Captions Expositive Acts 
 App Aff Sup Rem Inf Pos Con Arg Tel Des 
Ing                   
Com           
Exe           
Int           
Sup           
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 Notes :  
App : Apprising       Pos  : Postulating     Ing   : Ingratiation 
Aff  : Affirming       Con : Confirming    Com : Competence 
Sup  : Supposing      Arg : Arguing          Exe  : Exemplification 
Rem : Remarking     Tel  : Telling            Int   : Intimidation 
Inf   : Informing        Des : Describing     Sup  : Suplification 
 
3) Drawing Clonclusion 
The third technique of analysis the data is drawing 
conclusion. According to Miles and Huberman (1992), the 
conclusion is still for and can be change if there are no new 
evidences were founded. In this research, the conclusion will be 
draw continuously throughout the course of the research. In this 
step, the researcher will describe and interpret the data  in order 
to have the conclusion of the types of expositive act that are  
presented in Instagram caption and the impact of self-
presentation  toward Instagram account by student of English 
Letters IAIN Surakarta. 
 
E. The Trustworthiness of Data 
In the research, the data should be valid before analyzing. This part 
of research points how way the researcher can get the validity because the 
validity of the data is very important and needed. To check the validity of 
data, the researcher used triangulation. 
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According to Moleong (2011), triangulation is a technique that 
utilizes data validity that exploits something else. Outside the data for 
checking purpose or as a comparison against the data. Triangulation is a 
method to enhance researcher‟s understanding about what was being 
investigated. There are four kinds of triangulation. There are source 
triangulation, method triangulation, theories triangulation and investigator 
triangulation. In this study, the researcher used method triangulation. In 
this research, the resercher used documentation and interveiw to validate 
the data. The documentation here means that the researcher collect the data 
from instagram account by English Letters student then analyze it from the 
researcher perspective then doing the interview to validate it. The 
researcher also asked Mr. Arkhin  Haris, M.Hum to validate the data. Mr. 
Arkhin is the lecture of Pragmatics in IAIN Surakarta and expert in this 
subject. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESEARCH FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
This chapter focuses on the analysis of the data findings and discussions based 
on the theoretical framework as stated in the Chapter II. The researcher will show 
the findings of the kind of expositive and the impact of self- presentation in 
instagram caption by English Letters IAIN Surakarta. 
F.  Research Findings 
In this research finding, the researcher describe and identifies the 
type of expositive act and self presentation. After the proces  of data 
reduction, the whole data from the type of expositive act and self 
presentation show are 100 data. The result of this research explained as it 
follows: 
Table 4.1 
 
 
 
 
 
Expositive 
Act  
Kinds Expositive act Number  
Apprising  6 
Affirming 14 
Supposing  3 
Remarking   22 
Informing   8 
Postulating   13 
Confirming  1 
Arguing  3 
Telling  12 
Describing  18 
Total Data   100 
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Self 
Presentation 
Self Presentation Number 
Ingratiation 67 
competence 7 
exemplification 16 
intimidation 7 
supplication 3 
Total  data   100 
 
The researcher has found 100 total data which includes expositive 
acts and self presentation of the English Letters IAIN Surakarta through 
their instagram post, as follows : 
1. The types of Expositive act 
a. Apprising  
Apprising is performed by instagram users to give 
information to someone or other users about his or her events, 
vacations, physical experiences, and other daily activities. 
Apprising expositive act is found in this research 6 total data with 
its coding :  
 Table 4.2 
04/08/Jan/Ig/Ptr  30/15/Feb/Ig/Sis 
07/13/Jan/Ig/Has 43/03/Mar/Ig/Han 
18/04/Feb/Ig/Hid 44/03/Mar/Ig/Res 
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The example of Apprising Expositive Act can be seen in 
the data below : 
1. 04/08/Jan/Ig/Ptr  
Table 4.3 
Coding Data Expositive 
act 
04/08/Jan/Ig/Ptr  
 
 
 
Stuck n stay. 
Apprising  
 
The data number 04 from @putrimahanani‟s 
Instagram account includes in expositive act because the 
caption is used to give information about a vacation that is 
stuck  and stay at that place. This data includes in Apprising 
Expositive act because the user uses the caption to give 
apprising expositive act happens when the user of  
Instagram account  use their post to give information it can 
be a self-exposing, about their events, vacations, or daily 
activities.  In the data number 4, the caption is told about 
stuck and stay.  
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The apprising expositive act was given for 
emphasizing about her vacation, it is obvious that such 
caption will strengthen any kind of picture shared by user. 
The photo shared would not clarify what the user was doing 
without this caption. By the caption she had given, other 
will know that her post tells about her vacation then she 
stuck and stay with her condition.  
2. 07/13/Jan/Ig/Has 
Table 4.4 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
07/13/Jan/Ig/Has 
 
 
Too much sunlight 
and i got burnt. 
Apprising  
 
The data number 07 from @hassdiaa‟s Instagram  
account includes in expositive act because the caption is for 
giving information that she is in the place where she got too 
much sunlight and make her burnt in vacation activities. 
The Apprising expositive act was given for emphasizing 
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about her vacation, it is obvious that such caption will 
strengthen any kind of picture shared by user. The photo 
shared would not clarify what the user was doing without 
this caption. By the caption she had given, other will know 
that her post tells about her vacation then she Too much 
sunlight and i got burnt. 
3. 18/04/Feb/Ig/Hid 
Table 4.5 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
18/04/Feb/Ig/Hid 
 
Go home or go 
wild ahahah 
 
Apprising  
 
The data number 18 from @Hidayahayyubi‟s 
Instagram account includes in expositive act because the 
caption used to give information to the reader about his 
vacation. Here, he erxpress his feeling about back to home 
or continue his vacation. 
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b. Affirming  
Affirming is performed to show a strong belief in or 
dedication to something, such as an important idea, faith, and 
principle. Affirming expositive act is found in this research 14 total 
data with its coding : 
Table 4.6 
02/05/Jan/Ig/Eti 37/21/Feb/Ig/Ptr 
05/08/Jan/Ig/Res 39/23/Feb/Ig/Sis 
10/22/Jan/Ig/Sis 40/26/Feb/Ig/Alf 
13/30/Jan/Ig/Alf 45/05/Mar/Ig/Sis 
29/15/Feb/Ig/Ret 70/29/Mar/Ig/Yun 
34/16/Feb/Ig/Yvn 72/31/Mar/Ig/Sis 
36/20/Feb/Ig/Sur 100/26/Mei/Ig/Sis 
 
The example of Affirming Expositive Act can be seen in 
the data below : 
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1. 02/05/Jan/Ig/Eti 
Table 4.7 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
02/05/Jan/Ig/Eti 
 
 
Without hesitation 
an enormous smile 
pinned on your 
cheeks, immature 
century was gone, 
the cloud just leave 
you alone sending 
color that bruises 
all of „shut down‟, 
never play on 
words because it is 
your sword to 
define your work. 
In this silence loud, 
the world gonna be 
odd without any 
shot of shitty hope, 
but don‟t worry, 
people said „hard 
work made the 
dream work‟. 
Remember the sea 
sending it sands 
salty sound and 
shivering every 
bone of people 
who was born as a 
dandelion, fragile 
but strong enough 
Affirming  
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to fly. Goodbye 
regret, welcome 
hope. Thanks 
people. Thanks to 
myself. –E.I-05-
01-2019 
 
The data number 02 from @Etik.13”s Instagram 
account includes in expositive act because the caption used 
to show a strong belief idea and principle life. This data 
includes in Affirming Expositive act because the user uses 
the caption to give affirming expositive act happens when 
the user of Instagram account use their post to show a 
strong belief it can be a self-exposing, about idea, faith, and 
princciple.  In the data number 02, the caption is told about 
principle life.  
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2. 05/08/Jan/Ig/Res 
Table 4.8 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
05/08/Jan/Ig/Res 
 
 
Introverts are like 
“i would like to 
sleep from 10 to 10 
again because 
socialize is much 
more tiring than 
sleeping”. 
Affirming  
 
The data number 05 from @reswakk‟s Instagram account 
includes in expositive act because the caption used to show a 
strong belief idea and principle life. The caption “Introverts are 
like “i would like to sleep from 10 to 10 again because  
socialize is much more tiring than sleeping”. This data includes 
in that type of Affirming expositive act because the picture of 
her and her friend are those person who have a strong belief 
and principle about introvets person.  
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3. 10/22/Jan/Ig/Sis 
Table 4.9 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
10/22/Jan/Ig/Sis 
 
 
There are people 
who are always in 
love with the sky, 
no matter the 
weather. One day 
you will find 
someone who will 
love you the same 
way. @nasannas 
Affirming  
 
The data number 10 from @siscasaras‟s Instagram 
account includes in expositive act because the caption is 
used to show a strong belief about the idea. The caption 
says that there are people who are always in love with the 
sky, no matter the weather. One day you will find someone 
who will love you the same way. This data includes in that 
type of Affirming expositive act because the picture of the 
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sky  and  hands in the from of love in accordance with the 
caption that explains the idea.  
c. Supposing  
Supposing is performed to bring an idea or theory that is 
believed to be true, though no proof is found, such as: predicting an 
issue (politic, religion, and tribe), an event, and information. 
Supposing expositive act is found in this research 3 total data with 
its coding : 
Table 4.10 
76/13/Apr/Ig/Sis 85/26/Apr/Ig/Sis 97/23/Mei/Ig/Lut 
 
 
The example of Supposing Expositive Act can be seen in 
the data below : 
1. 76/13/Apr/Ig/Sis 
 
Table 4.11 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
76/13/Apr/Ig/Sis 
 
 
Supposing  
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Allah is the best 
planner. 
 
 
The data number 76 from @siscasara‟s Instagram account 
includes in supposing expositive act because the caption is used 
to show a strong belief idea and the principle of life. Here, the 
user says that Allah is the best planner, it means that she want 
to performe the idea or her belief about her God, or her 
relegion. She believes that God is the best planner and she 
shows the picture of this nature to show the power of God. 
2. 85/26/Apr/Ig/Sis 
Table 4.12 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
85/26/Apr/Ig/Sis 
 
 
Allah gave me 
more than i 
deserve. 
 
Supposing  
 
The data number 87 from @siscasaras‟s Instagram account 
includes in supposing expositive act because the user says that 
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Allah gave her more than her deserve, it means that she want to 
performe the idea or her belief about her God, or her relegion. 
She believes that God has give her more than what she deserve 
and she shows the picture of this nature to show the power of 
God. 
3. 97/23/Mei/Ig/Lut 
Table 4.13 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
97/23/Mei/Ig/Lut 
 
 
and I‟m on my  
way 
 
Supposing  
 
The data number 101 from @lutfiah‟s Instagram 
account includes in supposing expositive act because the 
caption is used to show a strong belief idea and the life 
principle of the user where she is in her own way, and she 
believes that it‟s the best way she can be.  
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d. Remarking 
Remarking  is performed to say or to express an opinion or 
idea (a tendency to advise with strong idea and opinion). 
Remarking expositive act is found in this research 22 total data 
with its coding :  
Table 4.14 
09/20/Jan/Ig/Sis 63/24/Mar/Ig/Eka 
12/28/Jan/Ig/Nfi 73/06/Apr/Ig/Mak 
19/06/Feb/Ig/Has 74/08/Apr/Ig/Alf 
21/09/Feb/Ig/Ptr 77/14/Apr/Ig/Has 
26/15/Feb/Ig/Ika 79/16/Apr/Ig/Win 
27/15/Feb/Ig/Nfi 82/21/Apr/Ig/Ptr 
31/15/Feb/Ig/Yun 87/30/Apr/Ig/Dia 
35/18/Feb/Ig/Res 90/12/Mei/Ig/Lut 
41/27/Feb/Ig/Eka 91/13/Mei/Ig/Nim 
46/05/Mar/Ig/Ten 94/17/Mei/Ig/Nim 
50/13/Mar/Ig/Ptr 99/25/Mei/Ig/Has 
 
The example of Remarking Expositive Act can be seen in 
the data below : 
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1. 09/20/Jan/Ig/Sis 
Table 4.15 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
09/20/Jan/Ig/Sis 
 
 
Never speak bad 
about yourself, 
you‟re always 
listening. 
Remarking  
 
The data number 9 from @Sis‟s instagram account 
includes in remarking expositive act. Remarking expositive 
act is performed to say or to express an opinion or idea. 
Here, she presents her idea about speak bad to ourself. 
According to her, we should not speak bad to our self 
because we always listen everything we speak. 
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2. 12/28/Jan/Ig/Nfi 
Table 4.16 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
12/28/Jan/Ig/Nfi 
 
 
Be grateful or what 
you have, what you 
do, and don‟t 
complainin‟ when 
up and down 
situations. 
Remarking  
 
The data above with coding 12/28/Jan/Ig/Nfi is the 
example of remarking expositive act. it happens because the 
user of that instagram account present the caption to 
express her idea that people should not complain in every 
situation. We should be grateful for what we have. 
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3. 19/06/Feb/Ig/Has 
Table 4.17 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
19/06/Feb/Ig/Has 
 
 
It‟s always a lot 
easier to judge 
rather than 
appreciate someone 
else‟s hard work. 
For being brave, 
for being alive. 
Remarking  
 
The data number 19 from @Hass‟ instagram 
account includes in remarking expositive act because the 
user uses the caption to express her feeling and her idea of 
people when she realize that someone is better in judging 
than appreciating. 
e. Informing  
Informing is performed to be or provide the essential 
quality of something, such as: family, event, tourism object, and 
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personal stuff. Informing expositive act is found in this research 8 
total data with its coding : 
Table 4.18 
23/14/Feb/Ig/Yun 80/19/Apr/Ig/Ptr 
59/23/Mar/Ig/Dya 81/21/Apr/Ig/Ima 
65/25/Mar/Ig/Res 84/26/Apr/Ig/Ima 
69/28/Mar/Ig/Ptr 88/02/Mei/Ig/Ima 
 
The example of Informing Expositive Act can be seen in 
the data below : 
1. 23/14/Feb/Ig/Yun 
Table 4.19 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
23/14/Feb/Ig/Yun 
 
 
This is what I 
called a gift .. I‟m 
thankful of having 
them in my life ..  
Thanks God -
Taken by 
@komaru_official 
Informing  
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The data number 23 shows the example of 
Informing Expositive Act. It happens because the user 
wants to show the meaning of her friends in her life as her 
own family. Through the caption, the researcher can 
understand that the user is happy of having all people in the 
picture and she uses the caption to show the quality of her 
friends in her life that she consider it is a gift from God.   
2. 59/23/Mar/Ig/Dya 
Table 4.20 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
59/23/Mar/Ig/Dya 
 
Good times 
become good 
memories. Thanks 
for being part of 
my happiness. 
Informing  
 
The data coding 59/23/Mar/Ig/Dya, shows the 
example of informing expositive act. It happens because the 
user of that instagram account uses the caption to inform 
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someone who is being part of her happiness after having a 
good times which become good memories. 
3. 65/25/Mar/Ig/Res 
Table 4.21 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
65/25/Mar/Ig/Res 
 
 
Being in a place 
where creating 
friends as if they 
are part of our 
family is somehow 
a bless.memories 
with 
Informing  
 
The data number 65 from @rest‟s instagram 
account includes in Informing Expositive Act. It happens 
because the user wants to inform someone else that she is 
thankful when she can get friends in a place that she visited. 
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f. Postulating  
Postulating is performed to suggest something, such as: 
theory, quote, and holy verse. Postulating expositive act is found in 
this research 13 total data with its coding : 
Table 4.22 
03/06/Jan/Ig/Han 54/16/Mar/Ig/Has 
06/09/Jan/Ig/Ptr 57/22/Mar/Ig/Res 
14/31/Jan/Ig/Dez 62/24/Mar/Ig/Yvn 
22/14/Feb/Ig/Wid 64/24/Mar/Ig/Ptr 
24/15/Feb/Ig/Ais 78/16/Apr/Ig/Res 
32/16/Feb/Ig/Ais 98/25/Mei/Ig/Eka 
47/08/Mar/Ig/Ame  
 
The example of Postulatinng Expositive Act can be seen in 
the data below : 
1. 06/09/Jan/Ig/Ptr 
Table 4.23 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
06/09/Jan/Ig/Ptr 
 
 
Some wanna see 
you crash and burn, 
Postulating 
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and criticize your 
every word. 
Sleeping With 
Sirins- Scene Two- 
Roger Rabbit 
 
 
The data above includes in Postulating Expositive 
Act because the user uses a quote from someone else and 
she agree with that statement. In the data above, the 
researcher finds that the user of that instagram account post 
those picture with its caption to show that she also agree 
with the quote which say that some people maybe want to 
see someone else crash and burn, and criticize their every 
word. 
2. 14/31/Jan/Ig/Dez 
 
Table 4.24 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
14/31/Jan/Ig/Dez 
 
 
where there is love, 
there is life.”- 
Mahatma Gandhi 
Postulating 
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The data number 14 from @Dez‟s instagram 
account includes in the example of postulating Expositive 
Act. It happens because the user uses a quote from 
Mahatma Gandhi as the caption of her photo posted. It 
means that she wants to suggest someone else that where 
there is love, there is life. 
3.  22/14/Feb/Ig/Wid 
Table 4.25 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
22/14/Feb/Ig/Wid 
 
I am a forest,  and 
a night of dark 
trees   but he who 
is not afraid of my 
darkness, will find 
banks full of roses 
under my 
cypresses. 
Friedrich Nietsche 
Postulating 
 
The data with coding 22/14/Feb/Ig/Wid includes in 
the example of Postulating Expositive Act. As what have 
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stated above that postulating expositive act is performed to 
suggest something, such as: theory, quote, and holy verse. 
Here the user uses a quote from Friedrich Nietsche to show 
that she agree with that quote and suggest someone who 
wants to get a good thing from her they should not afraid 
with her dark side or her bad life. 
g. Confirming  
Confirming is performed to tell other users that something 
has definitely happened or is going to happen; to make something 
definite or official, such as: news, issue, and accident. Confirming  
expositive act is found in this research 1 total data with its coding: 
Table 4.26 
67/26/Mar/Ig/Res 
 
The example of Confirming Expositive Act can be seen in 
the data below : 
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1. 67/26/Mar/Ig/Res 
Table 4.27 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
67/26/Mar/Ig/Res 
 
 
Cause Salem 
people wear black 
everyday and read 
Lovecrafy 
everynight. 
Confirming  
 
The data number 67 from @Rewaks‟s Instagram 
account includes in confirming expositive act. The caption 
is “Cause Salem people wear black everyday and read 
Lovecrafy everynight”. This caption includes in confirming 
because the users want to tell other users an issue about 
sallem people that they are using black everyday and read 
Lovecrafy everynight, the caption is used to show that she 
is one of that people who love to wear black and read 
lovecrafy everynight.  
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h. Arguing 
Arguing is performed to give reasons for or against 
something; to say or write things in order to change someone‟s 
opinion about what is true and what should be done. Arguing   
expositive act is found in this research 3 total data with its coding: 
Table 4.28 
28/15/Feb/Ig/Nis 61/23/Mar/Ig/Has 66/26/Mar/Ig/Dev 
  
The example of Arguing Expositive Act can be seen in the 
data below : 
1. 28/15/Feb/Ig/Nis 
Table 4.29 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
28/15/Feb/Ig/Nis 
 
 
You hate crowd  
but you are  part  of  
it 
Arguing   
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The data number 28 from @Nurunnisa‟s Instagram account 
includes in arguing expositive act. This caption is “You hate 
crowd but you are part of it”. This data  includes in arguing 
because the caption here is used to performed her reason that 
she hate crowd but anyway it‟s something she should be done 
with, because she live in the world which absolutely become 
crowd.  
2.  61/23/Mar/Ig/Has 
Table 4.30 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
61/23/Mar/Ig/Has 
 
 
At this point, the 
only thing that 
would never 
dissappoint me is 
just my food. At 
the end of the day, 
it‟s juts me and my 
food. Fvck hooman 
and their existence. 
Arguing   
 
The data number 61 from @Hasdiah‟s Instagram account 
includes in arguing expositive act. This caption is “At this 
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point, the only thing that would never dissappoint me is just my 
food. At the end of the day, it‟s juts me and my food. Fvck 
hooman and their existence.. This data includes in arguing 
because the caption here is used to performed her reason that 
the only  thing that would never disssapoint is just my food. 
3.  66/26/Mar/Ig/Dev 
 
Table 4.31 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
66/26/Mar/Ig/Dev 
 
 
 
Some of them have 
a great war against 
their insecurities 
behind their selfies. 
Arguing   
 
The data number 66 from @Devisap‟s Instagram 
account includes in arguing expositive act. This caption is 
Some of them have a great war against their insecurities 
behind their selfies.. This data includes in arguing because 
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the caption here is used to performed her reason that 
opinion about selfies. 
i.  Telling  
Telling  is done to express feeling to other users, such as 
sadness, happiness, madness, disappointment, and failure. Telling    
expositive act is found in this research 12 total data with its coding: 
Table 4.32 
42/27/Feb/Ig/Ptr 52/15/Mar/Ig/Ptr 83/26/Apr/Ig/Hid 
48/12/Mar/Ig/Ani 53/15/Mar/Ig/Rah 92/13/Mei/Ig/Sis 
49/13/Mar/Ig/Ayw 56/22/Mar/Ig/Ika 95/17/Mei/Ig/Yun 
51/15/Mar/Ig/Res 68/28/Mar/Ig/Lut 08/14/Jan/Ig/Mak 
  
The example of Telling Expositive Act can be seen in the 
data below : 
1. 48/12/Mar/Ig/Ani 
Table 4.33 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
48/12/Mar/Ig/Ani 
 
Telling  
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Mentally and 
financially 
unstable. 
 
The data number 48 from @Anisaway‟s Instagram 
account includes in telling expositive act because the 
caption used to express feeling. This data includes in telling 
Expositive act because the user uses the caption to tell 
feeling dissappointment about mentally and financially 
unstable.  
 
2. 49/13/Mar/Ig/Ayw 
Table 4.34 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
49/13/Mar/Ig/Ayw 
 
 
 
 
It‟s a mess right 
now, nobody can 
explain shortly and  
properly  
Telling  
 
The data number 49 from @Ayu‟s Instagram 
account includes in telling expositive act because the 
caption used to express feeling. This data includes in telling 
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Expositive act because the user uses the caption to tell 
about nobody can explain shortly and properply, Telling 
expositive act happens when the user of Instagram account 
use their post to express feeling of happiness, sadnesss, 
madness, disappointment and  failure. In the data number 
49, the caption is told about nobody can explain shortly and 
properly is express feeling sadness. 
 
3. 51/15/Mar/Ig/Res 
 
Table 4.35 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
 
51/15/Mar/Ig/Res 
 
 
 
10 Days, thousand  
memories, million 
feeling got mixed, 
lot of unexpected 
surprises and one 
thing called  love. 
Telling  
 
 The data number 51 caption By @restwak includes 
in the category of Telling. Telling which is done to express 
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feeling to other users, such as sadness, happiness, madness, 
disappointment, and failure. When she wrote the caption on 
her Instagram post for expressing her feeling of happiness, 
with sentences million feeling got mixed, after she got 10 
days amazing experiences with a hundred of unforgettable 
memories. The picture really shows the feeling of 
happiness. It gives the effect on the people who read her 
caption to know her feeling of happiness without meeting 
her directly. 
j. Describing  
Describing is performed to tell someone the appearance, 
sound, smell, events, form, feature, etc., of someone or something 
(friends, cook, fashion, and scenery). Describing expositive act is 
found in this research 18 total data with its coding : 
Table 4.36 
01/04/Jan/Ig/Has 25/15/Feb/Ig/Dev 71/31/Mar/Ig/Dia 
11/22/Jan/Ig/Ten 33/16/Feb/Ig/Riz 75/13/Apr/Ig/Lut 
15/31/Jan/Ig/Fay 38/22/Feb/Ig/Has 86/29/Apr/Ig/Aru 
16/02/Feb/Ig/Ptr 55/19/Mar/Ig/Mur 89/06/Mei/Win 
17/03/Feb/Ig/Nur 58/22/Mar/Ig/Sis 93/16/Mei/Ig/Sis 
20/06/Feb/Ig/Sis 60/23/Mar/Ig/Sis 96/18/Mei/Ig/Ptr 
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The example of Describing Expositive Act can be seen in 
the data below : 
1. 11/22/Jan/Ig/Ten 
Table 4.37 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
11/22/Jan/Ig/Ten 
 
 
 
 
 
Beauty and 
darkness ~^^ 
Describing 
 
The data number 11 from @Tenti‟s Instagram 
account includes in expositive act because the caption used 
to to tell scenery. This data includes in Describing 
Expositive act because the picture shows the view about the 
nature which look beautiful in thee darkness. Thus, the use 
of the caption is to describe the picture uploaded. 
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2. 15/31/Jan/Ig/Fay 
Table 4.38 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
15/31/Jan/Ig/Fay 
 
 
 
 
Good Day hmmm 
 
Describing 
 
The data number 15 from @Fayza”s Instagram 
account includes in expositive act because the caption used 
to to tell scenery. This data includes in Describing 
Expositive act because the user uses the caption to tell 
about scenery then the user to tell about the good day to do 
activity, describing expositive act happens when the user of 
Instagram account use their post to tell someone the friends, 
cook, fashion, and scenery. In the data number 15, the 
caption is told about the good day to do activity. 
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3. 16/02/Feb/Ig/Ptr 
Table 4.39 
Coding  Data  Expositive 
act  
16/02/Feb/Ig/Ptr 
 
 
 
 
The Greatest of Art 
Describing 
 
The data number 16 from @Putri”s Instagram 
account includes in expositive act because the caption used 
to to tell scenery. This data includes in Describing 
Expositive act because the user uses the caption to tell 
about scenery the greatest of art, describing expositive act 
happens when the user of Instagram account use their post 
to tell someone the friends, cook, fashion, and sscnery.  In 
the data number 16, the caption is told about the great of 
art. 
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2. The Types of Self- Presentation  
a. Ingratiation  
Ingratiation refers to an impression management tactic used 
by a person whose goal is to appear attractive and be liked  by 
others. Some common characteristics are compliments, modesty, 
humour, understanding, warmth, opinion agreement, and 
compassion.  Ingratiation self-presentation is found in this research 
67  total data with its coding :  
Table 4.40 
01/04/Jan/Ig/Has 39/23/Feb/Ig/Sis 75/13/Apr/Ig/Lut 
03/06/Jan/Ig/Has 41/27/Feb/Ig/Ekk 76/13/Apr/Ig/Sis 
04/08/Jan/Ig/Ptr 44/03/Mar/Ig/Res 77/14/Apr/Ig/Has 
07/13/Jan/Ig/Has 46/05/Mar/Ig/Ten 78/16/Apr/Ig/Res 
09/20/Jan/Ig/Sis 47/08/Mar/Ig/Ame 79/16/Apr/Ig/Win 
10/22/Jan/Ig/Sis 48/12/Mar/Ig/Ani 81/21/Apr/Ig/Ima 
11/22/Jan/Ig/Ten 49/13/Mar/Ig/Ayw 82/21/Apr/Ig/Ptr 
12/28/Jan/Ig/Nfi 50/13/Mar/Ig/Ptr 83/26/Apr/Ig/Hid 
13/30/Jan/Ig/Alf 51/15/Mar/Ig/Res 84/26/Apr/Ig/Ima 
14/31/Jan/Ig/Dez 52/15/MarIg/Ptr 86/29/Apr/Ig/Aru 
15/31/Jan/Ig/Fay 53/15/Mar/Ig/Rah 87/30/Apr/Ig/Dia 
16/02/Feb/Ig/Ptr 55/19/Mar/Ig/Mur 88/02/Mei/Ig/Ima 
17/03/Feb/Ig/Nur 57/22/Mar/Ig/Res 89/06/Mei/Ig/Win 
18/04/Feb/Ig/Hid 58/22/Mar/Ig/Sis 90/12/Mei/Ig/Lut 
20/06/Feb/Ig/Sis 59/23/Mar/Ig/Dya 91/13/Mei/Ig/nim 
21/09/Feb/Ig/Ptr 60/23/Mar/Ig/Sis 92/13/Mei/Ig/Sis 
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23/14/Feb/Ig/Yun 63/24/Mar/Ig/Eka 93/16/Mei/Ig/Sis 
25/15/Feb/Ig/Dev 65/25/Mar/Ig/Res 94/17/Mei/Ig/Nim 
26/15/Feb/Ig/Ika 66/26/Mar/Ig/Dev 73/06/Apr/Ig/Mak 
27/15/Feb/Ig/Nfi 67/26/Mar/Ig/Res 74/08/Apr/Ig/Alf 
29/15/Feb/Ig/Ret 69/28/Mar/Ig/Ptr 95/17/Mei/Ig/Yun 
34/16/Feb/Ig/Yvn 71/31/Mar/Ig/Dia 96/18/Mei/Ig/Ptr 
38/22/Feb/Ig/Has 
The example of Ingratiation Self-Presentation can be seen 
in the data below : 
1. 01/04/Jan/Ig/Has 
Table 4.41 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
01/04/Jan/Ig/Has 
 
 
 
 
You‟re my favorite 
thing of summer 
night. You smells 
like an ocean, the 
wind playfully hit 
your hair. I‟ve been 
craving to brush it 
against my 
fingertips. Must be 
so soft and fluffy. 
 
Ingratiation  
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The data number 01 from @Hasdiaa‟s Instagram 
account includes in type of Ingratiation. Ingratiation is 
type of self presentation which refers to an impression 
management tactic used by aa person whose goal is to 
appear attractive and be liked by others, some common 
charactheristic are compliment, modesty, humour, 
understanding, warmth, opinion agreement, and 
compassion.  
The data includes in that type because the user uses 
the caption to appear compliment for man appearance. 
The user also uses its caption to show her warmth 
feeling on someone in the picture she shared. Thus, this  
data includes in Ingratiation self presentation.  
2. 03/06/Jan/Ig/Han 
Table 4.42 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
03/06/Jan/Ig/Han 
 
 
 
 
Circling the 
emptiness; 
sempiterrnal 
Ingratiation  
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The data number 03 from @Hanang‟s Instagram 
account includes in type of Ingratiation. Ingritation is 
type of self presentation which refers to an impression 
management tactic used by a person whose goal is to 
appear attrative  and be liked by others, some common 
charactheristic are compliment, modesty, humour, 
understanding, warmth, opinion agreement, and 
compassion. The data includes in that type because the 
user uses the caption to he understanding this song by  
british rock band bring me the horizon. 
3. 04/08/Jan/Ig/Ptr 
Table 4.43 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
04/08/Jan/Ig/Ptr 
 
 
 
 
Stuck n stay. 
Ingratiation  
 
The data number 04 from @putri‟s Instagram 
account includes in type of Ingratiation. It is because 
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the user uses the caption to appear opinion agrement 
trough the picture that she shared. The user also uses 
the caption to appear atrractive and be liked by others. 
Thus, this data includes in ingratiation self 
representation.  
 
b. Competence or self promotion 
Competence is a strategy used to be perceived as competent 
or qualified. Characteristics of this strategy include claims about 
abilities, accomplishment, performance, and qualifications. 
Competence self-presentation is found in this research 7  total data 
with its coding : 
Table 4.44 
05/08/Jan/Ig/Res 45/05/Mar/Ig/Sis 80/19/Apr/Ig/Ptr 
30/15/Feb/Ig/Sis 62/24/Mar/Ig/Yvn 100/26/Mei/Ig/Dia 
35/18/Feb/Ig/Res 
 
The example of competence Self-Presentation can be seen 
in the data below : 
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1. 05/08/Jan/Ig/Res 
Table 4.45 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
05/08/Jan/Ig/Res 
 
 
 
 
Introverts are like 
“i would like to 
sleep from 10 to 10 
again because 
socialize is much 
more tiring than 
sleeping”. 
Competence  
 
The data number 05 from @Reswakk‟s Instagram 
account includes in type of competence. The data 
includes a competence because she was able to sleep in 
twelve hours (from 10 to 10) rather than has to deal 
(socialize) with people. That is what an introvert can do 
or the characteristic from an introvert which can be her 
self since she herself as the picture. 
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2. 30/15/Feb/Ig/Sis 
Table 4.46 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
30/15/Feb/Ig/Sis 
 
 
 
 
Get busy living. 
Competence  
 
The data number 30 from @siscasaras‟s Instagram 
account includes in type of competence. The data 
includes a competence because the user uses the caption 
for perceiving as competent or qualified. It can be seen 
from the characteristic in the caption. The caption “get 
busy living.” Claims about performance of her life. 
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3. 35/18/Feb/Ig/Res 
Table 4.47 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
35/18/Feb/Ig/Res 
 
 
 
 
Hide but dont seek, 
then play with fair 
not with affair. 
Competence  
 
The data number 35 from @Reswakk‟s Instagram 
account includes in type of competence. The caption 
includes of competence self  presentation because the 
user  uses the caption  for perceiving as competent or 
qualified. It can be seen from the characteristic in the 
caption. The caption “hide but don‟t seek, thn play with 
fair not with affair.” Strategy performance.  
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c. Exemplification 
Exemplification is  used by persons whose goal is to be 
perceived as morally superior or possessing high moral standard. 
Common characteristics include ideological commitment or  
militancy for a cause, self sacrifice, and self discipline. 
Exemplification self-presentation is found in this research 16  total 
data with its coding : 
Table 4.48 
02/05/Jan/Ig/Eti 40/26/Feb/Ig/Alf 
06/09/Jan/Ig/Ptr 43/03/Mar/Ig/Han 
22/14/Feb/Ig/Wid 64/24/Mar/Ig/Ptr 
24/15/Feb/Ig/Ais 70//29/Mar/Ig/Yun 
31/15/Feb/Ig/Yun 72/31/Mar/Ig/Sis 
32/16/Feb/Ig/Ais 97/23/Mei/Ig/Lut 
36/20/Feb/Ig/Sur 97/23/Mei/Ig/Lut 
37/21/Feb/Ig/Ptr 98/25/Mei/Ig/Eka 
 
The example of Exemplification Self-Presentation can be 
seen in the data below : 
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1. 02/05/Jan/Ig/Eti 
Table 4.49 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
02/05/Jan/Ig/Eti 
 
 
 
 
Without hesitation 
an enormous 
smile pinned on 
your cheeks, 
immature century 
was gone, the 
cloud just leave 
you alone sending 
color that bruises 
all of „shut down‟, 
never play on 
words because it 
is your sword to 
define your work. 
In this silence 
loud, the world 
gonna be odd 
without any shot 
of shitty hope, but 
don‟t worry, 
people said „hard 
work made the 
dream work‟. 
Remember the sea 
sending it sands 
salty sound and 
shivering every 
bone of people 
who was born as a 
Exemplification  
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dandelion, fragile 
but strong enough 
to fly. Goodbye 
regret, welcome 
hope. Thanks 
people. Thanks to 
myself. –E.I-05-
01-2019 
 
 
The data number 02 from @etik‟s Instagram account 
includes in type of exemplification. The data includes a 
exmplification because the user uses the caption to perceive  
the goal of her as morally superior or possesing high moral 
standard. It is also because the caption have characteristics 
like, self sacrifice and self  discipline. 
2. 06/09/Jan/Ig/Ptr 
Table 4.50 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
06/09/Jan/Ig/Ptr 
 
 
 
 
Some wanna see 
you crash and 
burn, and 
criticize your 
every word. 
Sleeping With 
Exemplification 
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Sirins- Scene 
Two- Roger 
Rabbit 
 
The data number 06 from @putri‟s Instagram account 
includes in type of exemplification. The data includes a 
exmplification because the user uses the caption to perceive  
the goal of her as morally superior or possesing high moral 
standard. It is also because the caption have characteristics 
like, self sacrifice and self  discipline. 
3. 22/14/Feb/Ig/Wid 
Table 4.51 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
22/14/Feb/Ig/Wid 
 
 
 
 
I am a forest,  
and a night of 
dark trees   but 
he who is not 
afraid of my 
darkness, will 
find banks full 
of roses under 
my cypresses. 
Friedrich 
Nietsche 
Exemplification 
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The data number 22 from @widya‟s Instagram account 
includes in type of exemplification. The data includes a 
exmplification because the user uses the caption to perceive  
the goal of her as morally superior or possesing high moral 
standard. It is also because the caption have characteristics 
of ideological commitment for a cause.  
d. Intimidation 
Intimidation is described as having power as a goal. Typical 
characteristics are threats, statements of anger, and  unpleasantness. 
Intimidation self-presentation is found in this research 7  total data 
with its coding : 
Table 4.52 
08/14/Jan/Ig/Mak 33/16/Feb/Ig/Riz 54/16/Mar/Ig/Has 
19/06/Feb/Ig/Has 42/27/Feb/Ig/Ptr 54/16/Mar/Ig/Has 
28/15/Feb/Ig/Nis 
 
The example of Intimidation Self-Presentation can be seen 
in the data below : 
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1. 08/14/Jan/Ig/Mak 
Table 4.53 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
08/14/Jan/Ig/Mak 
 
 
 
That‟s why i hate 
this fuckin world. 
Intimidation  
 
The data number 08 from @maksum‟s Instagram 
account includes in type of intimidation. The data 
includes a intimidation because the user uses the 
caption  to describe as having power a goal. It can be 
seen from the typical characteristics in the caption. It 
has statements of anger and unpleasant characteristics 
with the world.   
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2. 19/06/Feb/Ig/Has 
Table 4.55 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
19/06/Feb/Ig/Has 
 
 
 
It‟s always a lot 
easier to judge 
rather than 
appreciate someone 
else‟s hard work. 
For being brave, for 
being alive. 
Intimidation  
 
The data number 19 from @hasdiah‟s Instagram 
account includes in type of intimidation. The data 
includes a intimidation because the user uses the 
caption  to describe as having power a goal. It can be 
seen from thee typical characteristics in the caption. It 
has unpleasantness characteristics. 
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3. 28/15/Feb/Ig/Nis 
Table 4.56 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
28/15/Feb/Ig/Nis 
 
 
You hate crowd  
but you are  part  of  
it. 
 
Intimidation  
 
The data number 28 from @nisa‟s Instagram 
account includes in type of intimidation. The data 
includes a intimidation because the user uses the 
caption  to describe as having power a goal. It can be 
seen from thee typical characteristics in the caption. It 
has unpleasantness characteristics. 
e. Supplication 
Supplication has a goal of appearing helpless in order to get 
others come to a person‟s aid. This approach has characteristics 
that include  entreaties  for help  and self  deprecation. Suplication 
self-presentation is found in this research 7  total data with its 
coding : 
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Table 4.57 
56/22/Mar/Ig/Ika 68/28/Mar/Ig/Lut 99/25/Mei/Ig/Has 
 
The example of Suplication Self-Presentation can be seen 
in the data below : 
1. 56/22/Mar/Ig/Ika 
Table 4.58 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
56/22/Mar/Ig/Ika 
 
 
and i know you‟ll 
find someone who 
gives you the time i 
didn‟t give to you. 
Iam running low, 
i‟m sorry but i have 
to go~ 
 
Supplication 
 
The data number 56 from @ikaintan‟s Instagram 
account includes in type of suplication. The data 
includes a suplication because the user has a  goal of 
appearing helpless in order to get others come to a 
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person‟s aid. It can be seen from the caption. The 
caption has characteristics that includes to get for help.   
2. 68/28/Mar/Ig/Lut 
Table 4.59 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
68/28/Mar/Ig/Lut 
 
 
 
I‟m so tired 
Supplication 
 
The data number 68 from @lutfiah‟s Instagram 
account includes in type of suplication. The data 
includes a suplication because the user has a  goal of 
appearing helpless in order to get others come to a 
person‟s aid. It can be seen from the caption. The 
caption has characteristic that includes self deprecation 
and entreaties to reduce faitugue. 
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3. 99/25/Mei/Ig/Has 
Table 4.60 
Coding  Data  Self 
Presentation 
99/25/Mei/Ig/Has 
 
 
 
Hasdia stop being 
ugly challange: 
FAILED 
Supplication 
 
The data number 99 from @hasdia‟s Instagram 
account includes in type of suplication. The data 
includes a suplication because self deprecation about 
ugly challange. The caption also can describe that she  
has accomplished a ugly challange is failed. 
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B. Discussion 
In this discussion, the researcher discuss this study based on the 
research finding above which discuss about types of expositive act and self 
presentation on Instagram caption by English Letters students IAIN 
Surakarta. The findings are discussed below: 
1. Types of expositive acts are found on the caption uploaded on 
Instagram by student of English Letters 2015 IAIN Surakarta. 
In this research, the researcher uses Austin classification of types 
of Expositive act used by caption English Letters student IAIN Surakarta. 
Austin theory classifies that there are 10 kinds of Expositive acts and those 
are apprising, describing, affirming, supposing, remarking, informing, 
postulating, confirming, arguing, and telling.  
From the 10 types of expositive act mentioned above, the 
researcher found all the types of expositive acts on Instagram caption by 
English Letters student IAIN Surakarta. The researcher has found 10 type 
of expositive act stated by Austin appear in the instagram caption which 
become the object of this analysis. The researcher found there are 100 total 
data types of Expositive act. Those types include of apprising with 6 data, 
affirming with 14 data, supposing with 3 data, remarking with 22 data, 
informing with 8 data, postulating with13 data, confirming with 1 data, 
arguing with 3 data, telling with 12 data, and describing 18 data. 
Based on the analysis in the research findings, the researcher 
concludes that from the 10 types of expositive act the most dominant type 
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of expositive act found in this research is remarking. Remarking is 
performed to say or to express an opinion or idea (a tendency to advise 
with strong idea and opinion). Remarking becomes the most dominant 
types of expositive act because most Students of English Letters IAIN 
Surakarta to say or to express their idea through their photo posted with 
the caption they put. 
While the least data of expositive act found in this research is 
confirming with 1 total data. It happens because most students of English 
Letters do not like to post about confirming of something that happens. 
They prefer to post about the things happens to them to express their 
feeling and their idea. 
 
2. The impact of self presentation towards Instagram account by 
student of English Letters IAIN Surakarta. 
The researcher found all the 5 types of self-presentation in this 
research. Those types of self-presentation are: Ingratiation with 67 total 
data, Competence with 7 total data, exemplification with 16 total data, 
intimidation with 7 total data, supplication with 3 total data. From those 5 
types of self presentation, ingratiation becomes the most dominant type of 
self presentation found in this research with 67 total data. Ingratiation 
refers to a tactic of impression management used by a person whose goal 
is to appear attractive and be liked  by others. Some characteristics are 
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compliments, modesty, humour, understanding, warmth, opinion 
agreement, and compassion. 
Ingratiation becomes the most dominant types of self presentation 
in this research because the students of English Letters want to be seen as a 
good person and get praises from other through their post in their 
instagram account. 
Based on the theory by Gofhman (1959) ingratiation, competence, 
and exemplification are the strategies commonly employed by people to 
form positive impression on others. In different ways, employing, 
supplication and intimidation strategies invites negative repercussions 
from others. Thus the researcher found that ingratiation becomes the most 
dominant types of self presentation here because most of the student 
employed the positive impression on others. 
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CHAPTER V 
 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
After searching and explaining the types of expositive act and kind of self- 
presentation in Instagram account by English Letters students, the researcher goes 
to the conclusion. This chapter presents conclusions and suggestions related to 
what the researcher has analyzed and discussed in chapter IV. 
A. CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the analysis of types of expositive act and kind of self 
presentation in Instagram account by English Letters students, the researcher 
has drawn the conclusions as follows: 
1. The researcher has found 10 type of expositive act stated by 
Austin appear in the instagram caption which become the object of 
this analysis. The researcher found there are 100 total data types of 
Expositive act. Those types include of apprising with 6 data, 
affirming with 14 data, supposing with 3 data, remarking with 22 
data, informing with 8 data, postulating with13 data, confirming 
with 1 data, arguing with 3 data, telling with 12 data, and 
describing 18 data. 
Based on the analysis in the research findings, the researcher 
concludes that from the 10 types of expositive act the most 
dominant type of expositive act found in this research is 
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remarking. Remarking is performed to say or to express an 
opinion or idea (a tendency to advice with strong idea and 
opinion). Remarking becomes the most dominant types of 
expositive act because most Students of English Letters IAIN 
Surakarta prefer to use caption in their Instagram account to 
express their idea through their photo posted with the caption they 
put. 
2. The researcher found all the 5 types of self-presentation in this 
research. Those types of self-presentation are: Ingratiation with 67 
total data, Competence with 7 total data, exemplification with 16 
total data, intimidation with 7 total data, supplication with 3 total 
data. From those 5 types of self presentation, ingratiation becomes 
the most dominant type of self presentation found in this research 
with 67 total data. Ingratiation refers to a tactic of management 
impression used by a person whose goal is to appear attractive and 
be liked  by others. Some characteristics are compliments, 
modesty, humour, understanding, warmth, opinion agreement, and 
compassion. 
Ingratiation becomes the most dominant types of self presentation 
in this research because the students of English Letters want to be 
seen as a good person and get praises from other through their post 
in their instagram account. 
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B. SUGGESTIONS 
The researcher found there are 100 total data types of Expositive act. 
Those types include of apprising with 6 data, affirming with 14 data, 
supposing with 3 data, remarking with 22 data, informing with 8 data, 
postulating with13 data, confirming with 1 data, arguing with 3 data, telling 
with 12 data, and describing 18 data. The researcher also found the 5 kind of 
self-presentation in this analysis. Those are ingratiation with 67 total data, 
Competence with 7 total data, exemplification with 16 total data, intimidation 
with 7 total data, supplication with 3 total data. Based on the conclusion of 
analysis types of expositive act and kind of self-presentation above, the 
suggestions can be drawn as follows: 
1. For The Readers 
The researcher hopes that the readers would understand more about 
types of expositive act and kind of self-presentation. Thus, people 
would understand what someone wants to express through their post 
in their Instagram account based on the caption they put to their 
photo posted. 
2. For The Next Researcher 
This research can be used as a reference for doing the research 
related to the types of expositive act and kind of self presentation 
found in the caption on Instagram account by English Letters 
Students IAIN Surakarta. The result of this thesis can help the next 
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researchers who want to study or analyze the types of expositive act 
and kind of self-presentation. By reading this research, the researcher 
hopes that the next researcher can develop their knowledge about the 
types of expositive act and kind of self-presentation in visual found 
in the caption of Instagram account. 
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Datum Captions Expositive Acts Self -presentation Explaination True
/ 
false 
Notes 
App Aff Sup Rem Inf Pos Con Arg Tel Des Ing Com Exe Int Sup 
01/04/Ja
n/Ig/Has 
 
 
You‟re my 
favorite thing of 
summer night. 
You smells like 
an ocean, the 
wind playfully 
hit your hair. 
I‟ve been 
craving to brush 
it against my 
fingertips. Must 
                
 
  
 
      This data 
includes in 
Describing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
about man 
and self 
presentation  
in caption 
includes in 
Ingratiation 
because it‟s 
compliments 
for man. 
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be so soft and 
fluffy. 
02/05/Ja
n/Ig/Eti 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Without 
hesitation an 
enormous 
smile pinned 
on your 
cheeks, 
immature 
century was 
gone, the cloud 
just leave you 
alone sending 
color that 
bruises all of 
„shut down‟, 
never play on 
                This data 
includes in 
Affirming 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to show 
a strong belief  
idea and 
principle life, 
and self 
presentation  
in caption 
includes 
Exemplificati
on because 
the caption is 
uses to show 
high moral 
standard, self 
sacrifice in 
life.  
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words because 
it is your sword 
to define your 
work. In this 
silence loud, 
the world 
gonna be odd 
without any 
shot of shitty 
hope, but don‟t 
worry, people 
said „hard 
work made the 
dream work‟. 
Remember the 
sea sending it 
sands salty 
sound and 
shivering every 
bone of people 
who was born 
as a dandelion, 
fragile but 
strong enough 
to fly. 
Goodbye 
regret, 
welcome hope. 
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Thanks people. 
Thanks to 
myself. –E.I-
05-01-2019 
 
03/06/Ja
n/Ig/Han 
 
 
Circling the 
emptiness; 
sempiterrnal 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
Postulating 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to sugget 
qoute   
sempiternal, 
sempiternal is 
the fourth 
studio album 
by british 
rock band 
bring me the 
horizon, and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes in 
Ingratiation 
because she  
understan ing 
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this song. 
04/08/Ja
n/Ig/Ptr 
 
Stuck n stay. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Apprising 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to give  
information a 
vacation that 
is stuck and 
stay at that 
place, and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because  
opinion 
agreement 
with situation. 
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05/08/Ja
n/Ig/Res 
 
Introverts are 
like “i would 
like to sleep 
from 10 to 10 
again because 
socialize is 
much more 
tiring than 
sleeping”. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to show 
a strong belief  
idea about 
sleep and 
socialize, and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
competence 
because sleep 
and socialize 
are part of the 
peerformance 
character. 
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06/09/Ja
n/Ig/Ptr 
 
Some wanna 
see you crash 
and burn, and 
criticize your 
every word. 
Sleeping With 
Sirins- Scene 
Two- Roger 
Rabbit 
                 This data 
includes in 
Postulating 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
suggest theory 
from Roger 
Rabbit, and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
exemplificatio
n because it 
has high 
moral 
standard. 
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07/13/Ja
n/Ig/Has 
 
Too much 
sunlight and i 
got burnt. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Apprising 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is for 
giving 
information 
that she is in 
the place 
where she got 
too much 
sunlight and 
make her 
burnt in 
vacation 
activities, and 
self 
presentation 
in this caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because she 
does it to 
appear 
attractive and 
be liked  by 
others opinion 
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agreement. 
08/14/Ja
n/Ig/Ma
k 
 
That‟s why i 
hate this fuckin 
world. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Telling 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express 
feeling 
sadness about 
why he hate 
that fuckin 
world, and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Intimidation 
because he 
fells 
unpleasartnes 
with te world. 
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09/20/Ja
n/Ig/Sis 
 
Never speak 
bad about 
yourself, 
you‟re always 
listening. 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption 
express an 
opinion about 
never speak 
bad about 
your self and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because it‟s 
kind of 
opinion 
agreement. 
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10/22/Ja
n/Ig/Sis 
 
There are 
people who are 
always in love 
with the sky, 
no matter the 
weather. One 
day you will 
find someone 
who will love 
you the same 
way. 
@nasannas 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to show 
a strong 
belief, about 
one day you 
will find 
someone who 
will love you 
the same 
ways, and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because it‟s 
kind of 
opinion 
agreement. 
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11/22/Ja
n/Ig/Ten 
 
Beauty and 
darkness ~^^ 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
describe about 
beauty and 
darkness 
scenery and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes in 
Ingratiation 
because she is 
in a warmth 
situation. 
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12/28/Ja
n/Ig/Nfi 
 
Be grateful or 
what you have, 
what you do, 
and don‟t 
complainin‟ 
when up and 
down 
situations. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express an 
opinion about 
be grateful 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes in 
Intimidation  
because it‟s 
kind of 
opinion 
agreement.  
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13/30/Ja
n/Ig/Alf 
 
I just need a 
day off from 
reality, just a 
day without 
problems,and 
all the bullshit 
that runs 
through my 
mind. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming   
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to show 
a strong  
belief  idea 
just need a 
day off form 
reality with 
vacations, and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes of 
Ingratiation 
because it‟s 
kind of 
opinon 
agreement . 
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14/31/Ja
n/Ig/Dez 
 
 
 
 
 
“where there is 
love, there is 
life.”- 
Mahatma 
Gandhi 
                 This data 
includes in 
Postulating  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is to 
suggest teory 
mahatma  
gandhi, and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes of 
Ingratiation  
because it‟s 
opinion 
agreement of 
mahatma 
gandhi. 
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15/31/Ja
n/Ig/Fay 
 
Good Day 
hmmm 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
good day with 
picture 
scenery and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because it‟s 
compliment  
for the good 
day. 
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16/02/Fe
b/Ig/Ptr 
 
The Greatest of 
Art 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
the greatest o 
art is scenery 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
compliment  
for the 
greatest to art  
sceneery. 
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17/03/Fe
b/Ig/Nur 
 
 
Fire. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
fire scenery 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
warmth for 
fire sceneery. 
  
18/04/Fe
b/Ig/Hid 
 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
Apprising  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to give 
information 
go home  or 
go wild from 
his vacation 
and self 
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Go home or go 
wild ahahah 
 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because. 
Opinion 
agreement 
about go 
home or go  
wild. 
19/06/Fe
b/Ig/Has 
 
 
It‟s always a 
lot easier to 
judge rather 
than appreciate 
someone else‟s 
hard work. For 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express 
opinion about 
always a lot 
easier to 
judge rather 
than 
appreciate 
someone 
else‟s hard 
work  and self 
presentation 
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being brave, 
for being alive. 
in caption 
includes 
Intimidation 
because it‟s 
describe the 
user‟s 
unpleasantnes
s. 
20/06/Fe
b/Ig/Sis 
 
 
Cotton candy 
skies. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
the scenery 
above the  sky 
was like a 
lump of 
cotton candy 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
compliment 
sceneery 
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about skies. 
21/09/Fe
b/Ig/Ptr 
 
 
Grounded. 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
remarking  
expositive act 
because the 
caption i used  
to express an 
opinion about 
grounded, 
don‟t be 
arrogant, we 
dont know 
when we re 
needed and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because  
opinion 
agrement 
modesty to 
stay 
grounded. 
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22/14/Fe
b/Ig/Wid 
 
I am a forest,  
and a night of 
dark trees   but 
he who is not 
afraid of my 
darkness, will 
find banks full 
of roses under 
my cypresses. 
Friedrich 
Nietsche 
                 This data 
includes in 
Postulating 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
suggest theory 
form 
Friedrich 
Nietssche and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Exemplificati
on because 
high moral 
standard for a 
cause. 
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23/14/Fe
b/Ig/Yun 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is what I 
called a gift .. 
I‟m thankful of 
having them in 
my life ..  
Thanks God 
-Taken by 
@komaru_offi
cial 
                 This data 
includes in 
Informing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
about familiy 
she say 
thankful of 
having them 
in my life and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
warmth  of 
the family. 
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24/15/Fe
b/Ig/Ais 
 
 
 
 
The old story 
begin in a 
highway, in the 
sky, in yellow 
city lights, in 
you (Nae) 
10.22 pm 
                 This data 
includes in 
Postulating  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to sugget 
quote form 
(Nae) about  
he old story 
begin in a 
highway, in 
the sky, in 
yellow city 
lights, in you 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
exemplificatio
n because 
common 
characteristics 
for a cause. 
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25/15/Fe
b/Ig/Dev 
 
 
 
 
She ever 
dreamt about 
werewolves 
invasion. They 
took our eyes 
as appetizer, 
liver as main 
course, and 
bloods for 
dessert. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
someone 
dreamt about 
werewolves 
invasion. 
They took our 
eyes as 
appetizer, 
liver as main 
course, and 
bloods for 
dessert.and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes  
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement for 
wereolves. 
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26/15/Fe
b/Ig/Ika 
 
 
Let‟s get 
dumb, then get 
dumber. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express  idea 
to be dumb 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
humour.  
  
27/15/Fe
b/Ig/Nfi 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express  idea 
should be 
grateful 
anything what 
U have and 
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Everyone has 
their own way 
to achieve his 
goal of life. 
Don‟t compare 
each other. 
You should be 
grateful 
anything what 
U have and 
what U do. 
what U do 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion  
agreement   
28/15/Fe
b/Ig/Nis 
 
 
You hate 
crowd  but you 
are  part  of  it. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Arguing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to give 
reason for 
hate crowd 
but you are 
part of it and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Intimidation 
  
154 
 
 
 
because it‟s 
describe 
unpleasantnes
s 
29/15/Fe
b/Ig/Ret 
 
 
 
I told myself  
Thank you 
I‟m sorry 
It‟s okay 
Thank you for 
fighting to 
survive 
Even when I 
don‟t want 
you, for things  
you can‟t 
control it‟s 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to show 
a strong belief 
about idea 
yourself for 
struggling to 
survive and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
describe 
opinion 
agreement to  
yourself 
  
155 
 
 
 
okay that 
you‟are not 
perfect I will 
love you 
anyway. 
30/15/Fe
b/Ig/Sis 
 
 
Get busy 
living. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Apprising 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to give 
information 
daily 
activities 
about get 
busy living  
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Competence 
because 
performance 
live. 
  
156 
 
 
 
31/15/Fe
b/Ig/Yun 
 
 
 
 
Hyaaa, maybe 
it‟s clearly 
right that we  
haveto know 
the truth to 
decide between 
stay or take 
steps... 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express an 
opinion to 
decide 
between stay 
or take steps 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
exemplificatio
n because for 
a cause about 
decide 
between stay 
or take steps. 
  
157 
 
 
 
32/16/Fe
b/Ig/Ais 
 
 
 
We lost our 
direction. Just 
like magic in 
traffic lights, 
beside the 
story of old 
trees. (nae)., 
10.48 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
Postulating 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
suggest quote 
from (Nae) 
about We lost 
our direction. 
Just like 
magic in 
traffic lights, 
beside the 
story of old 
trees  and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
exemplificatio
n because 
includes 
ideological 
self sacrifice. 
  
158 
 
 
 
33/16/Fe
b/Ig/Riz 
 
 
 
Take me 
everywhere  
From no where 
Convered my 
legs 
From cracks 
Cheap but 
valueable 
Dirty but 
usable 
Can‟t swallow 
But it‟s 
swallow 
Two are better 
than one 
You are gift for 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing  
expositive act 
because the 
caption uses 
to tell about 
sendalls and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes of 
Intimidation 
because 
describe 
unpleasantnes
s. 
  
159 
 
 
 
every one 
You are perfect 
for all 
Thank you my 
sendalls. 
34/16/Fe
b/Ig/Yvn 
 
 
I‟m dead set on 
doing some 
rereadss 
without any 
wory of school 
things. Thanks 
to long-
summer-
breaks, 
rereading feels 
slowly 
enjoyable. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to show 
idea about 
school and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
includes 
opinion 
agreement 
about school. 
  
160 
 
 
 
35/18/Fe
b/Ig/Res 
 
 
Hide but dont 
seek, then play 
with fair not 
with affair. 
                  This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express an 
opinion about 
the thing is 
going to do  
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes of 
Competence 
or self 
promotion, 
because it‟s 
kind of 
strategy in 
performance. 
  
161 
 
 
 
36/20/Fe
b/Ig/Sur 
 
 
Manners of a 
gentleman, do 
not release the 
pressure, 
forever young. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming 
expositive act. 
It happens 
because the 
writer has a 
strong belief 
about his 
principle as a 
gentleman, 
and the 
caption 
includes in 
exemplificatio
n to show 
self-dicipline.  
  
37/21/Fe
b/Ig/Ptr 
 
 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming 
expositive 
acts because 
the caption is 
used to show 
a strong belief  
idea, principle 
life and   self 
presentation 
  
162 
 
 
 
It‟s all about 
“I‟m sorry”. 
“Please” and 
“Thankyou”. 
in caption 
includes 
Exemplificati
on because 
self  deciplin. 
38/22/Fe
b/Ig/Has 
 
 
 
 
“You smells 
like cotton 
candy, do you 
tastes like 
one?” “Come 
and see it by 
yourself...” 
                 This data 
includes in 
describing 
expositive 
acts because 
the caption is 
used to 
describe the 
writer‟s 
feeling about 
the picture 
she shared, 
and the self-
presentation 
here is 
ingratiation 
and used to 
appear a 
warmth 
feeling. 
  
163 
 
 
 
39/23/Fe
b/Ig/Sis 
 
 
 
As long as you 
know who you 
are and what 
makes you 
happy, it 
doesn‟t matter 
how others see 
you. -
01/August/18 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to show 
a strong belief 
idea about  
principle life  
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
includes 
opinion 
agreement 
about life. 
  
164 
 
 
 
40/26/Fe
b/Ig/Alf 
 
 
 
 
I‟m the kind of 
person who‟s  
100% down 
for 
spontaneous 
adventures, but 
also 100% 
down to lay in 
bed all day. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to  show 
idea about 
principle 
activity and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Exemplificati
on because 
includes 
commitment 
about self 
disipline. 
  
165 
 
 
 
41/27/Fe
b/Ig/Ekk 
 
 
Do what make 
you smile. 
That‟s all 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express an 
opinion about 
happiness and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
includes 
warmth about 
pleasant 
feeling. 
  
166 
 
 
 
42/27/Fe
b/Ig/Ptr 
 
 
Is a stranger in 
her own 
family. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Telling 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express 
feeling 
sadness about  
a strangerin 
her own 
family and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Intimidation 
because 
statement of 
anger about  
peronal isues 
or stuff.  
  
167 
 
 
 
43/03/M
ar/Ig/Ha
n 
 
 
Follow the 
illuminated 
path. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Apprising  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to give 
information 
about physical 
experiences 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Exemplificati
on because 
includes self 
sacrifice 
about life. 
  
168 
 
 
 
44/03/M
ar/Ig/Res 
 
 
Been here 
from the day 
one Joni loved 
me i rode onto 
him. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Apprising  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express an 
opinion about 
her favorite 
motorbike and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
includes 
opinion 
compassion 
about 
motorbike. 
  
169 
 
 
 
45/05/M
ar/Ig/Sis 
 
 
I just want to 
be the girl you 
like. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to show 
a strong belief  
about strong 
idea just want 
to be the girl 
you  like and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Competence 
because the 
caption to 
claims 
abilities to 
interesting 
someone. 
  
170 
 
 
 
46/05/M
ar/Ig/Ten 
 
 
Let them to 
step forward 
though they‟ve 
tired. You 
haven‟t really 
known yet 
whether it‟s 
your place or 
isn‟t your 
place. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking   
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express an 
opinion about 
place and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because the 
caption to 
undertanding 
about place 
vacation. 
  
171 
 
 
 
47/08/M
ar/Ig/Am
e 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
You are my 
sunshine 
My only 
sunshine 
You make me 
happy 
Though skies 
areee grey 
And you wan‟t 
know, dear  
How much i 
love you 
And I‟il make 
sure you 
~Grow happy 
always 
                 This data 
includes in 
Postulating 
expositive 
acts because 
the caption is 
used to 
suggest qoute 
for song grow 
happy alays, 
and the self-
presentation 
here is 
ingratiation 
and used to 
appear a 
warmth 
feeling. 
  
172 
 
 
 
#lactogrow 
#growhappy 
#march2th201
9 
173 
 
 
 
48/12/M
ar/Ig/Ani 
 
 
Mentally and 
financially 
unstable. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Telling 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express 
feeling about 
issue mentally 
and 
financially 
unstable in 
yourself  and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
about opinion 
agreement. 
  
174 
 
 
 
49/13/M
ar/Ig/Ay
w 
 
 
It‟s a mess 
right now, 
nobody can 
explain shortly 
and  properly 
  
                 This data 
includes in 
Telling 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express 
feeling 
sadness about 
It‟s a mess 
right now, 
nobody can 
explain 
shortly and  
properly  and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
about opinion 
agreement.  
  
50/13/M
ar/Ig/Ptr 
 
                  This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
  
175 
 
 
 
 
Don‟t 
underestimate 
someone or 
you will be 
surprised. 
caption is 
used to 
express an 
opinion about 
Don‟t 
underestimate 
someone or 
you will be 
surprised  and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because 
includes 
understanding 
about 
underestimate 
176 
 
 
 
51/15/M
ar/Ig/Res 
 
 
 
10 Days, 
thousand  
memories, 
million feeling 
got mixed, lot 
of unexpected 
surprises and 
one thing 
called  love. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Telling 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express 
feeling happy 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because 
includes 
opinion 
agreement 
about 
experiences 
  
177 
 
 
 
52/15/M
arIg/Ptr 
 
 
 
Everyone has 
different ways 
to celebrate 
their sadness. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Teelling 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to give 
express 
feeling 
sadness and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because 
includes 
opinion 
agreement 
about sadness. 
  
178 
 
 
 
53/15/M
ar/Ig/Ra
h 
 
 
Not a perfect 
heart. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Telling 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express 
feeling 
sadness about 
not a perfect 
heart and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because 
includes 
opinion 
agreement 
about scenery.  
  
179 
 
 
 
54/16/M
ar/Ig/Has 
 
 
The place I 
lived in is 
strange in the 
most 
uncomfortable 
way. The 
surrounding is 
odd as if I am 
not belong 
here. That I 
was supposed 
to be 
somewhere, 
far far away- 
(h.na) 
                 This data 
includes in 
Postulating  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
suggest quote 
(h.na) and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Intimidation 
because 
includes   
Typical 
characyeristic 
form (h.na) 
 
  
180 
 
 
 
55/19/M
ar/Ig/Mu
r 
 
 
Nice  
@murtafiah.d 
#photooftheda
y 
#photolandsssc
ape 
#photography 
#naturephotogr
aphy 
#cinematograp
hy 
#smartphonep
hotography 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
about scenery  
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because 
compliment  
scenery. 
  
181 
 
 
 
56/22/M
ar/Ig/Ika 
 
and i know 
you‟il find 
someone who 
gives you the 
time i didn‟t 
give to you. 
Iam running 
low, i‟m sorry 
but i have to 
go~ 
                 This data 
includes in 
telling  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express 
feeling 
sadnesss im 
sorry but i 
have to go 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
supplication 
because 
includes to 
get for help. 
  
182 
 
 
 
57/22/M
ar/Ig/Res 
 
Mine is 
symbolized 
something 
through black 
from head to 
toe, can you 
see the 
meaning 
behind? 
                 This data 
includes in 
Postultig 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
suggest theory 
about 
symbolize 
black  and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because 
includes 
opinion 
agreement 
about symbol 
black 
  
183 
 
 
 
58/22/M
ar/Ig/Sis 
 
 
Hospital‟s 
view. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
scenery 
hospital and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because 
includes 
compliment 
about hospital 
view. 
  
184 
 
 
 
59/23/M
ar/Ig/Dy
a 
 
 
Good times 
become good 
memories. 
Thanks for 
being part of 
my happiness. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Informing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to give 
information  
about 
vacation 
Good times 
become good 
memories. 
Thanks for 
being part of 
my happiness. 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because 
included 
compliment 
about good 
memories 
vacations 
  
185 
 
 
 
60/23/M
ar/Ig/Sis 
 
My favorite 
view with my 
favorite 
person. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
favorite view 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because 
included 
compliment 
about favorite 
view . 
  
61/23/M
ar/Ig/Has 
 
At this point, 
                 This data 
includes in 
Arguing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to give 
reason daily 
activities the 
only thing 
  
186 
 
 
 
the only thing 
that would 
never 
dissappoint me 
is just my 
food. At thee 
end of the day, 
it‟s juts me and 
my food. Fvck 
hooman and 
their existence. 
that would 
never 
dissappoint 
me is just my 
food. At thee 
end of the 
day, it‟s juts 
me and my 
food. and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Intimidation  
because 
included 
satatement of 
anger about  
fvck hooman 
and their 
existence . 
187 
 
 
 
62/24/M
ar/Ig/Yv
n 
 
“Going out 
was work. It 
required 
conversation. 
It raised the 
possibility of 
mistake.” –
Anne Tyler. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Postulating 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
suggest theory 
from Anne 
Tyler and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Competence  
because 
included 
performance 
about going 
out was work. 
  
188 
 
 
 
63/24/M
ar/Ig/Eka 
 
 
Happy sunmor 
every morning 
you have a 
new 
opportunity to 
become a 
happier 
version of 
yourself.. don‟t 
forget to start 
each day with 
a greateful 
heart. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express an 
opinion to 
start each day 
with agrateful 
heart and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratation  
because 
included 
modesty 
about to start 
each day with 
a grateful 
heart. 
  
189 
 
 
 
64/24/M
ar/Ig/Ptr 
 
 
In order to 
dissolve the 
emotional scar, 
u would need 
to accept and 
acknowledge 
the existing 
conflict that 
created it, find 
n learn the 
embedded 
lesson within 
it, and 
expresses the 
silince emotion 
to release it.~ 
samqurashi 
                 This data 
includes in 
Postulating 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
suggest theory 
from 
Samqurashi 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Eexemplificat
ion because 
included high 
moral 
standard self 
sacrifice 
  
190 
 
 
 
65/25/M
ar/Ig/Res 
 
 
Being in a 
place where 
creating 
friends as if 
they are part of 
our family is 
somehow a 
bless.memorie
s with 
                 This data 
includes in 
Informing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to give 
information 
being in a 
place where 
creating 
friends as if 
they are part 
of our family 
is somehow a 
bless. and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes in 
Ingratiation  
because 
included 
opinion 
agreement 
about friends 
is a part of 
our family is 
somehow a 
  
191 
 
 
 
bless. 
66/26/M
ar/Ig/De
v 
 
 
Some of them 
have a great 
war against 
their 
insecurities 
behind their 
selfies. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Arguing  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to give 
reasons about 
Some of them 
have a great 
war against 
their 
insecurities 
behind their 
selfies and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation  
because 
included 
opinion 
agreement 
about 
insecurities 
  
192 
 
 
 
behind their 
selfies . 
67/26/M
ar/Ig/Res 
 
 
 
Cause Salem 
people wear 
black everyday 
and read 
Lovecrafy 
everynight. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Confirming 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
useed to tell 
other users 
am issue  
about  Salem 
people that 
they are using 
black 
everyday and 
read lovecrafy 
everynight, 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation  
because 
included 
opinion 
agreement 
about 
  
193 
 
 
 
68/28/M
ar/Ig/Lut 
 
 
I‟m so tired  
                 This data 
includes in 
Telling 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express about 
felling  tired 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Supplication 
because 
included a 
entreties to 
reduce 
fatigue. 
  
194 
 
 
 
69/28/M
ar/Ig/Ptr 
 
They bless me 
with their 
exisstence. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Informing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
provide about 
existence 
friends  and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation  
because 
complimeent 
with friends. 
  
70//29/M
ar/Ig/Yu
n 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to show 
a strong   
belief 
principle life 
  
195 
 
 
 
 
I have seen 
many storms 
in my life but, 
I am blessed  
to have so 
many great 
things in it 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Exemplificati
on  because 
high moral 
standard self 
sacrificce life. 
71/31/M
ar/Ig/Dia 
 
 
I wanna tell 
you  how 
beautiful 
you‟re. #senja 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
scenery and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because 
compliments  
about scenery 
dusk. 
  
196 
 
 
 
72/31/M
ar/Ig/Sis 
 
 
. The power  of 
forgiveness. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to show 
a strong beleif  
faith  the 
power of 
forgiveness 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Exemplificati
on because 
self sacrifice . 
  
73/06/A
pr/Ig/Ma
k 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express idea 
about life and 
self 
  
197 
 
 
 
 
This life isn‟t 
about how 
beautiful you 
are, but this 
life is about 
how beautiful 
your attitude. 
 
Loc : Buyutan 
Beach, pacitan, 
East Java. 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because 
opinion 
agreement  
about  life. 
74/08/A
pr/Ig/Alf 
 
 
Sometimes all 
we need is to 
trust ourselves 
a little more -- 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express idea  
about  to trust 
ourselves  and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingritation 
because 
  
198 
 
 
 
opinion 
agreement. 
75/13/A
pr/Ig/Lut 
.
 
Cool outside, 
hot inside 
read:BRAIN 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describbing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
about fashion 
coll outside, 
hot inside and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement 
about fashion. 
  
199 
 
 
 
76/13/A
pr/Ig/Sis 
 
 Allah is the 
best planner. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Suppoing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to bring 
an idea 
abbout 
religion best 
planner and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
understansing 
about best 
planner. 
  
200 
 
 
 
77/14/A
pr/Ig/Ha
s 
 
 
That face 
when you so 
done with life  
don‟t know 
what  to do n 
not sure 
whether to cry 
or laugh it off 
                 This data 
includes 
Remarking  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is  
used to 
express an 
opinion about   
your face and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement 
about face. 
  
201 
 
 
 
78/16/A
pr/Ig/Res 
 
The North 
Remembers 
 
                This data 
includes in 
postulating   
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
suggest qoute 
by game of 
thrones about 
The north  
remember  
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
undertanding  
about qoute  
game of 
thrones. 
  
202 
 
 
 
79/16/A
pr/Ig/Wi
n 
 
 
Life doesn‟t 
get easier, you 
just get 
stronger. 
Thankyou. 
                  This data 
includes in 
Remarking  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express 
opinion about 
Life doesn‟t 
get easier, you 
just get 
stronger. 
Thankyou and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement 
about life. 
  
203 
 
 
 
80/19/A
pr/Ig/Ptr 
 
 
Come  into ma 
galaxy, lay 
down together, 
talking about 
anythings, 
match our 
weirdness. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Informing  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is  
used  to be 
provide 
personal stuff  
about Come  
into ma 
galaxy, lay 
down 
together, 
talking about 
anythings, 
match our 
weirdness and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
competence 
because 
competents or 
qualified  
ability. . 
  
204 
 
 
 
81/21/A
pr/Ig/Im
a 
 
Cause in 
Letters we 
live., #moment 
#friends 
#together 
#preciousmom
ents #precious 
#nature 
#naturephotogr
aphy #letters 
                 This data 
includes in 
Informing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
about family 
English letters  
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement 
about english 
letters. 
 
  
205 
 
 
 
82/21/A
pr/Ig/Ptr 
 
 
Blamming will 
never safe  u. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express idea 
about 
Blamming 
will never 
safe  u. and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement 
about 
blamming. 
  
206 
 
 
 
83/26/A
pr/Ig/Hid 
 
 
Alhamdulillah 
officially 
turned into 22 
today, 
hopefully 
better for 
everything!!  
                 This data 
includes in 
Telling 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express 
feeling happy 
of pleasure 
with age 22  
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement 
about 
increasin age 
22. 
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84/26/A
pr/Ig/Im
a 
 
Taj Mahal  
#joerney #trip 
#work #fun 
#pekanbaru 
#mosque 
                 This data 
includes in 
Informing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to give 
information 
tourism object 
about Taj 
mahal and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
compliments 
about Taj 
mahal. 
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85/26/A
pr/Ig/Sis 
 
Allah gave me 
more than i 
deserve. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Supposing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to bring 
the idea of the 
religion that 
Allah gave 
me more than 
i deserve and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Exemplificati
on  because 
for a cause 
that  Allah  
gave more 
than deserve. 
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86/29/A
pr/Ig/Ar
u 
 
Lemme lemon 
you, cutie 
yellow. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
about lemon 
you cutie 
yellow and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
compliments 
about lemon. 
  
87/30/A
pr/Ig/Dia 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express on 
opinion about  
smile from 
  
210 
 
 
 
 
Smile form 
your heart: 
nothing is 
more beautiful 
than a woman 
who is happy 
to be herself 
your heart 
nothing is 
more 
beautiful than 
a woman who 
is happy to be 
herself and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement 
about a 
woman who 
is happy to be 
herself. 
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88/02/M
ei/Ig/Ima 
 
 
 
Kuta  Beach  
#kutabeach 
#beach 
#joerney 
#denpasar  
#bali #explore 
#work 
                 This data 
includes in 
Informing  
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to give 
information 
about tourism 
object in kuta 
beach and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
compliments 
about beach. 
  
89/06/M
ei/Ig/Wi
n 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
beautiful  
friends and 
self 
  
212 
 
 
 
 Tag someone 
beautiful! 
 
 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
compliment 
about 
beautiful  
friends. 
90/12/M
ei/Ig/Lut 
 
 
Hi, dude! I‟il 
remind you 
about this: u 
can critic  my 
professionalis
m, but not to 
my 
personality, 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express on 
opinion about 
u can critic  
my 
professionalis
m, but not to 
my 
personality 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
  
213 
 
 
 
BYE! Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement 
about 
criticiing  
people lives 
91/13/M
ei/Ig/nim 
 
Stop searching 
your other 
half, u are not 
a half. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express on 
opinion about 
other  half, 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement 
about other 
half. 
  
214 
 
 
 
92/13/M
ei/Ig/Sis 
 
 
Halloha, 21 
was pretty  
cool  but i 
have a feeling 
22 will be even  
better. Thank 
you for family, 
thankyou for 
all of my 
friends for 
your wishes, 
and thankyou 
for me  who  
brave made a 
great decision 
for me who 
brave made a 
                 This data 
includes in 
Telling 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express 
feeling happy 
of pleasure ith 
age 21 and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement 
about 
increasin age 
21. 
  
215 
 
 
 
great decision 
for  my own 
life, you‟re 
free and  let‟  
enjoy your life, 
girl.  
93/16/M
ei/Ig/Sis 
 
 
Beautiful in 
white, Kumo. 
 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell 
about  
beautiful cat 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
compliment 
about 
beeautiful cat.  
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94/17/M
ei/Ig/Ni
m 
 
Travel, your 
money will 
return. Your  
time won‟t. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express on 
opinion about 
Travel, your 
money will 
return. Your  
time won‟t 
and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement 
about travel, 
money and 
time. 
  
217 
 
 
 
95/17/M
ei/Ig/Yu
n 
 
 
Actually we 
really hope 
you‟re longer 
here..  But 
anyway thanks 
for  these ten 
days you‟ve 
given  to us.. 
thanks a  lot, 
and we  are  
sorry...  
#Program  
Pengabdian  
Masyarkat  by 
Ma‟had   Aly  
Pondok 
Pesantren  
                 This data 
includes in 
Telling 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express 
feeling 
sadnees to let 
go of  her new 
family and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because of the 
warmth of the 
members of 
the  Ma‟had   
Aly Pondok 
Pesantren  
Ta‟mirul 
Islam  
Surakarta. 
  
218 
 
 
 
Ta‟mirul Islam  
Surakarta. 
 
96/18/M
ei/Ig/Ptr 
 
Your fragrance 
still break 
through me. 
Come back 
then. 
                 This data 
includes in 
Describing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to tell  
smell and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Ingratiation 
because 
opinion 
agreement 
about 
fragrance. 
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97/23/M
ei/Ig/Lut 
 
 
.. and I‟m on 
my  way 
                 This data 
includes in 
Supposing 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to bring 
idea religion 
about on my 
way to 
goodness and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Exemplificati
on because 
high moral 
standard 
about on my 
way to 
goodness. 
  
220 
 
 
 
98/25/M
ei/Ig/Eka 
 
Remember that 
“God will 
create ease 
after hardship” 
(65:7) 
      
  
         This data 
includes in 
Postulating 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
suggest holy 
verse and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Exemplificati
on because 
self sacrifice 
about after 
adversity 
there will 
sureky be 
ease. 
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99/25/M
ei/Ig/Has 
 
Hasdia stop 
being ugly 
challange: 
FAILED  
                 This data 
includes in 
Remarking 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to 
express an 
opinion  about 
ugly 
challenge and 
self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Supplication 
because self 
deprecation 
about ugly 
challenge. 
  
222 
 
 
 
100/26/
Mei/Ig/D
ia 
 
 
Positive mind 
Positive vibes 
Positive live 
                 This data 
includes in 
Affirming 
expositive act 
because the 
caption is 
used to show 
a principle 
life and self 
presentation 
in caption 
includes 
Competence 
on because 
Performance  
life. 
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